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Abstract
In recent years, there has been a tremendous increase in the number of handsets, in 
particular smartphones, supporting a wide range of applications. Furthermore, the 
amount of mobile data traffic is expected to increase dramatically in the coming years. 
If the current traffic demand growth rate were maintained, current cellular system 
capacity would not be able to cope with it. Therefore future cellular systems have to be 
designed to contain the expected traffic growth. On the other hand, energy efficiency of 
cellular systems has emanated as one of the important performance indicators coupled 
with the current international focus on climate-change issues and increasing energy 
prices. There is always a trade-off between the coverage, quality of service, power 
consumption and capacity issues when considering the recent forecasts of expected 
traffic growth.
The capability of optimizing the energy consumption of a cellular system without re­
ducing from the user experience (i.e. compromising operational parameters) by means 
of exploiting the variation in traffic in both time and space domains^ is investigated. A 
bottom-up approach is used to model the power consumption of several types of LTE 
base stations. An energy-efficient algorithm based on a dynamic multi architecture 
deployment strategy is proposed demonstrating the ability to consume less energy by 
capitalizing on traffic diversity in the spatial and time domains. There is a need to 
design an energy-efficient framework for decision-making for future cellular systems. In 
particular, a novel scheme is proposed, the fuzzy-logic architecture selection (FLAS). 
We show how using multiple network parameters in architecture decision reduces energy 
consumption.
Network densification is envisioned as a key enabler for 2020 vision that requires cel­
lular systems to grow in capacity by hundreds of times. However, increased energy 
consumption and complex mobility management associated with network densification 
remains as the two main challenges to be addressed before further network densification 
can be exploited on a wide scale. In the wake of these challenges, a novel dense net­
work deployment strategy for increasing the capacity of future cellular systems without 
sacrificing energy efficiency and compromising mobility performance is proposed and 
evaluated. The proposed deployment architecture consists of smart small cells, called 
cloud nodes, which provide data coverage to individual users on a demand basis while 
taking into account the spatio temporal dynamics of user mobility and traffic. Fur­
thermore, the compareson of the performance of the proposed architectures with both 
conventional macro deployment as well as pure micro cell based dense deployment in 
terms of number of KPIs is conducted and discuss and quantify the trade-off therein.
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Chapter 1
An Introduction to Energy-efficient 
Deployment
Nowadays, energy-efficient systems have become a prevalent topic due to the increasing 
cost of energy, coupled with the current international focus on climate change issues. 
This has resulted in efforts to reduce energy consumption. Energy consumption in 
the information and communication technology (ICTs) sector has become a key issue 
from both an economic and an environmental perspective. ICT alone is responsible for 
2% of global CO2 emissions, increasing with each year [12-16]. The study estimates 
the corresponding figure for mobile networks to be 0.2% and 0.4% of the global CO 2 e 
emissions in 2007 and 2020, respectively. Rel-10, 3GPP has embarked on standard­
ising techniques to automate energy savings management in future cellular networks. 
This is part of future self-organizing networks (SON) which provide dynamic network 
adjustments with minimal human intervention. Furthermore, in recent years there has 
been a tremendous growth in the number of handsets, in particular smartphones, sup­
porting a wide range of applications, such as image and video transfer, cloud services 
and cloud storage, thereby increasing the demand on the networks. In 2011 the average 
usage rate nearly tripled and the overall amount of mobile data traffic demand grew
2.3 times [17], moreover, recent forecasts are expecting the data traffic to increase by 
more than 500 times in the next ten years [18,19] which corresponds to an expected 
increase on the energy consumption associated with it. Observations and discussions
on the importance of energy efficiency in the telecommunication industry are reported 
by ITU in [20]. In addition to minimising the environmental impact of the industry, 
cellular operators are further interested in energy savings from an economic perspective 
as the network cost is highly affected by the energy cost. Therefore, significant savings 
in energy consumption of the network would be beneficial to the operators [21,22]. 
In cellular systems, around 50% of the overall power consumption is incurred in the 
radio access part (RAN) of the network [1,21]. Neglecting the core network operation, 
fixed-line portions of the network suffer great losses due to switching/routing, cable 
transmissions, broadband access and data centres, whereas the mobile network access 
portion consumes a huge amount of energy for base station operation. Fig. 1.1 presents 
how the power consumption is distributed among the different functionalities of the 
network. It is clear that both the access part of the network and the operation of data 
centres that provides storage, computations, applications and data transfer are respon­
sible for the main energy consumption of the network as shown in F igl.l. On the other 
hand, aggregation and backbone networks maintain a lower energy consumption [16].
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Figure 1.1: Power consumption in different layers of the network. [1].
For network energy efficiency there is no unique clear solution to this problem. There
is always a trade-off between the quality of service, coverage, capacity issues and power 
consumption. On the other hand, it is a complex problem and to solve it different 
steps or smaller optimization points need to be achieved. Currently, most of the radio 
access mobile communication network energy is consumed in the base station which 
makes it the ideal target for energy optimization. Energy efficiency with respect to 
the base station has been considered in all areas of cellular network design including 
hardware design and manufacture, deployment, and operation. In principle there are 
two methods of lowering the energy consumption of a network. Firstly, by optimizing 
individual sites, such as the use of more efficient hardware. Most effort has been 
focused on hardware improvements such as more efficient and load-adaptive hardware 
components (e.g. efficient power amplifiers) [23] as well as software modules. Secondly, 
by improving deployment strategies, effectively lowering the number of sites required 
in the network to fulfil certain performance metrics such as coverage and spectral 
efficiency [24-29] or by using different deployment strategies or types of base stations. 
A common approach in reconfiguring the network is in deriving necessary thresholds 
to be satisfied that might be in terms of service outage probability [30], traffic in terms 
of Erlangs [31], percentage of the peak traffic [32], and minimum signal to noise plus 
interference ratio (SINR) [33], but they fail to provide a complete picture as to how a 
reconfiguration can be made.
Generally, cell environments are categorised into macro-, micro-, pico-, and femtocells 
according to their cell sizes. In order to sustain communication coverage, a small-sized 
cell-based architecture requires many base stations with a low transmit power level 
to provide high data rates to users. On the other hand, a large, cell-based topology 
requires few base stations but with a high transmit power level [34]. Each type of 
base station has its own characteristics in terms of coverage, data rate and power 
consumption levels. There is much room for improvement in the energy efficiency of 
cellular systems, since a base station consumes more than 70% of its peak energy even 
if it is experiencing little or no activity [32]. Even if some of the radio transceivers in 
a base station are switched off, which provides some savings, this is still not sufficient. 
To have significant energy savings, what is required is a dynamic deployment approach 
that allows the system to operate in an energy-efficient mode (green operation).
1.1. Motivation and Objective
1.1 M otivation and Objective
For a given area to be covered, each cell size deployment provides a certain performance 
level. When comparing large-cell based (i.e. macrocells) and small-cell based (i.e. 
micro, pico, femto and even wifi nodes) deployment topologies, for a given area to be 
covered, macrocells (large-cell based topology) outperform smaller cells-based topology 
in terms of handover probability, which is expected since each smaller cell covers a 
fraction of the area, therefore, more handovers are expected and thereby, increased 
signalling is expected as well. On the other hand, from the point of view of blocking 
probability, small cells outperform macrocell deployment which is one of the benefits 
of small-cell deployment. In terms of power consumption, as the area of coverage 
increases, small-cell deployment power consumption increases and surpasses the power 
consumption of macrocells for large coverage areas due to the increasing number of 
base stations required. As each cell size deployment topology has its weaknesses and 
benefits, considering which to deploy becomes a matter that depends on the expected 
scenario. For example, in a situation of low traffic demand and sparse user distribution, 
the deployment of a large cell is more efficient in terms of minimising handover and 
operational/ energy efficiency. On the other hand, in a situation of high traffic demand 
and/or dense user distribution the availability of small cells is more beneficial due to 
the increase in the achievable capacity levels. The optimal solution is not one of the 
two options discussed, as traffic and user location are not fixed, not even throughout 
a day, and the optimal deployment might be a combination of the two. On the other 
hand, current mobile communication systems are designed to support the maximum 
demanded throughput, which is needed in peak traffic periods. Traffic varies in load 
from time to time due to the typical night-day behaviour of users and their daily 
swarming to offices and back to district areas [24]. A model of this traffic is shown in 
Fig. 1.2, which defines the average daily data traffic profile in Europe. While traffic 
varies from time to time, the power consumption of the radio access network does not 
effectively scale with it, as is seen in Fig. 1.3.
In this thesis an alternative deployment solution is focused on for future cellular net­
works in order to meet the future traffic demands. The solution builds on a notion of
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Figure 1.2: Average daily data traffic profile in Europe [2].
cloud coverage provided by densely deployed self-organizing small cells that underlies 
in the macro cells. Through a fuzzy-logic based decision framework, the macro cells 
would control when to activate the small cells, while taking into account a number of 
factors of cellular eco-systems e.g. traffic, energy tariffs etc. The key advantage of the 
proposed solution is that it would combine the benefits of both macro and small cell 
based deployments. However, unlike conventional heterogeneous network, the aim is 
to gain these advantages while not impacting energy consumption or higher handover 
rates, due to underlying fuzzy-logic based self-organizing solution that adapts the ac­
tive deployment topology according to the spatio temporal dynamics of traffic while 
targeting the desired key performance indicators as set by the operator.
1.2 Summary of the Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
Firstly, investigate the capability of optimizing the energy consumption of a cel­
lular system without reducing the user experience (i.e. compromising operational 
parameters) by the means of exploiting the variation of traffic in both time and 
space domains. Proposed a dynamic multiple radio access technology deployment
1.2. Summary of the Contributions
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Figure 1.3: Normalised energy consumption and traffic for different loads [3].
(Multi-RAT) that provide a system capable of minimising energy consumption 
throughout different periods of the day, as it adjusts to different traffic demand 
levels.
• Secondly, providing a framework that covers different aspects of the network and 
has the ability to make a multiple-objective decision for energy utilization. The 
framework has the ability to cope with high traffic demand, traffic variations in 
time and space, and provide an energy-efficient operation, flexibility and scala­
bility.
• Thirdly, the proposal of a novel architecture called cloud-cell coverage. The aim 
of this proposal is to provide a means to overcome the unstoppable dramatic 
growth of traffic demand over time. Moreover, providing a dynamic approach, 
where the network has the capability to change based on current demand and 
performance levels. Once new or different requirements arise it would be able to 
adapt with it. The most attractive feature of the proposed cloud-cell approach is 
its self-organization capability.
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1.4. Thesis Structure
1.4 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: chapter 2 presents a literature review of 
different state-of-the-art strategies to achieve an energy-efficient operation in cellular 
systems. This chapter provides an idea on how energy can be optimized by different 
deployment methods such as switching some network elements when their services are 
deemed to be unnecessary.
Chapter 3 proposes a dynamic network architecture that aims to minimise power con­
sumption of the network by benefiting from the traffic variation. Also, a comparison of 
the findings with current static deployment as well as active sectorisation is presented.
Chapter 4 builds on the fundamental concepts presented in chapter 3 to propose a 
framework on which a decision can be derived for energy utilization. It proposes a 
novel scheme, the long-term fuzzy-logic architecture selection (FLAS) that has the 
ability to assess the network state and decide whether a network architecture change 
is in need. It also makes a decision on which of the proposed architectures is most 
suitable to be deployed.
Chapter 5 focuses on challenges that is expected to impact future cellular networks. 
In particular the continuous increase of traffic demand and its estimated growth in 
the coming years. A cloud-cell based network architecture where small cells would 
be deployed in a conventional macrocell area of coverage and the structure of the 
network has the capability to change based on current demand and performance levels 
is proposed. Once new or different requirements arise it would be able to adapt with 
them.
Finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarising the major findings presented 
and highlighting potential areas for future research.
In all simulation results presented in this thesis, we have focused on the downlink 
scenario unless otherwise stated. The downlink was chosen as the data requirements 
on the downlink are much more demanding in comparison with the uplink. System 
level simulations were done using MATLAB.
Chapter 2
Review of Energy Efficiency and Network 
Architecture Configurations for Cellular 
Systems
This chapter presents state-of-the-art deployment strategies that aim to achieve an 
energy-efficient deployment for the radio access portions of a cellular system. A liter­
ature review, discussing activities in research projects is provided. Mainly focusing on 
two approaches, heterogeneous deployment and the network management approach for 
their relevance to the thesis, as shown in Fig2.1. Different deployment strategies aimed 
to lower the network power consumption are reviewed. Each method has its pros and 
cons such as deploying femtocells along normal macrocells to enhance the capacity and 
lower the energy consumption. This may look promising but deploying femtocells may 
add unwanted mobility events which can increase the number of users unable to be 
served. This is one of many strategies where each deployment targets to provide its 
advantages and minimise its weaknesses.
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Figure 2.1: Energy-efficient deployment strategy.
2.1 Deploym ent strategies
The increase of cellular data traffic demands an increased number of smaller cells to 
increase the data rates per area. This increase leads to more demand on the energy 
of the network [35-38]. It is widely believed that using a mixed topology of macro 
with femto or micro could lower the energy consumption and increase the capacity of 
the network. The effect of reducing the cell size without compromising the quality 
of service (QoS) for a given user density and service area was studied in [39]. The 
effects of cell size on energy and system capacity were investigated in [34] and then 
the effectiveness of small-cell based mobile communication systems in terms of energy 
efficiency was shown. This work also showed that as the cell size becomes smaller, we 
can significantly increase system capacity. In this section a study on the effect of having 
a mixed topology network on the energy consumption is presented.
2 .1 .1  F em to ce lls
Femtocells are defined as low-cost, low-power user-deployed cellular base stations that 
operate in a licensed spectrum to connect mobile terminals to an operator network. 
They utilize cable Internet connections or broadband DSL to connect to the operator 
core network. They were initially designed to increase residential coverage and improve 
indoor capacity as shown in Fig.2.2. However, most user activities are performed either
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Figure 2.2: Heterogeneous deployment of femto- and macrocells [4].
in offices or at home [40,41]. It is well known that radio signals are subject to various 
channel effect attenuations. One of the major losses is building propagation losses: 
the indoor users suffer, compared to outdoor users, because of in-building penetration 
loss. This implies that the connections that are subject to high losses are the most 
expensive in terms of macrocell resources. By deploying femtocells, macrocell resources 
can be saved such as capacity and energy. The increase of the offload benefits of having 
femtocells were discussed by Claussen and Calin [4]. Prom this point of view, having 
femtocells can help operators divert some of the traffic from the microcells. On the 
other hand, if femtocells are open for public access this could reward operators with 
lower energy consumption networks and increased capacity [4,37,40,42-45].
The wide deployment of femtocells has several design challenges. A wide-scale user 
deployment will result in a large number of femtocell stations that are deployed without 
any careful planning and optimization. This implies that femtocells must have the 
ability to auto-conhgure their radio parameters in order to minimise their impact on 
the underlay macrocell network [42]. However, implementing public access to femtocells
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provide great potential for exploiting widespread femtocell deployments in the aims of 
reducing energy consumption of cellular networks by supplementing the capacity of 
the macrocell network. It has been shown that in certain circumstances the offload in 
traffic to femtocell deployments has the ability to lower the costs of network operators 
by up to 70% in best-case scenarios of the total annual network costs [44-46].
Although deploying femtocells in dedicated frequency bands is a possibility, adopting a 
co-channel operation with an existing macrocell network is more promising due to the 
potentially significantly increased spatial frequency reuse but is far more technically 
challenging to adopt [43]. To implement a co-channel deployment of femtocells there 
are requirements that need to be addressed: public access, auto-configuration and self­
optimization.
Public A ccess
In co-channel deployment, if public access is not implemented then users who are not 
allowed to access the femtocell may have no available alternative macrocell. In this sce­
nario the femtocell will be a source of interference even if it is not active due to contin­
uous pilot transmission. Therefore, an increase of microcell transmission power would 
be required. This would significantly reduce macrocell capacity: if not, users would 
not be able to connect to the macrocell due to the limited transmission power [37]. Al­
lowing public access would solve this problem in co-channel deployment. Furthermore, 
allowing public access has some implications such as that all passing users would be 
able to connect to the femtocell and use the home owner’s backhaul connection and 
increase undesired mobility. This means that it must be tolerated by the backhaul 
provider, allowed by the regulator and the femtocell owner should be compensated, 
such as providing a cheaper calls at home [37].
A uto-configuration
Easy plug-and-play set-up by the user is important for home base station deployment. 
Therefore, extensive auto-configuration capability is needed [37,42]. One of the key 
parameters that needs to be auto-configured is the pilot power auto-configuration of
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the femtocells, especially if they introduce co-channel interference due to operation 
in the same frequency as the underlay network. Different methods were proposed 
in [40,43,47] such as: fixed pilot power. In this scheme femtocell pilots are set at a 
fixed power level out of the box. Pilot adjusted to distance from macrocell: in this 
scheme the pilot signal power depends on the macrocell signal. The femtocell targets 
a lOm-coverage and on this basis it chooses its power level. Pilot adjusted according 
to femtocell usage: in this scheme the pilot signal power depends on the activity level. 
If a user is active the femtocell targets a lOm-coverage and if it is in ideal mode (no 
activity), the pilot power is reduced by lOdB. Claussen et al. proposed a distance-based 
coverage; in this scheme the femtocell pilot power is set to be equal to the maximum 
pilot power received from the strongest macrocell [40].
Self-optim ization
After the initial auto-configuration, the femtocell is required to self-optimize its down­
link and uplink power transmission to minimise undesired interactions with public 
users, which can result in high occurrence of handover and mobility signalling [40,42]. 
Different self-optimization mobility-driven methods were proposed by [40,47], such as 
adapted to minimise mobility events of passing users: in this scheme only the unwanted 
mobility events are considered (users that connect to femtocell then back to macrocell 
immediately). The femtocell counts the number of unwanted mobility events and if 
they exceed a certain predefined threshold it decreases its power level by a step, on 
the other hand if it’s lower than the threshold, the femtocell will increase its power 
by a step. Secondly, adapted to minimise the total number of mobility events: in this 
scheme, it initially starts as in the previous scheme but when a convergence point is 
reached (change of direction from decreasing the pilot power directly followed by an 
increase), all mobility events are taken into consideration for optimization and the pilot 
power level increased until a minimum is reached. Exhaustive search: in this scheme 
the optimum pilot power is sought over all possible power levels, starting from low 
power levels to higher levels to find the level that minimises all mobility events. This 
scheme is impractical in real scenarios since a long optimization search is required. A 
comparison of these schemes was given by Claussen et al. in [40].
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In dense femtocell areas and with high mobile-user density, an increase in network 
signalling is caused. One method to solve this issue is to lower the number of femtocell- 
related mobility signalling events to minimise extensive mobility events between un­
derlay macrocell and the femtocells or to undertake handovers to femtocells only for 
nomadic users [42]. Therefore, the deployment of co-channel femtocells in the same 
frequency band as the macrocells becomes no longer an option when no alternative 
macrocell frequency is available. Moreover, this limits the user deployed small cells 
that has the potential to reduce the total network costs [46]. Therefore, in the long 
term, solutions to solve the extensive signalling between the underlay and users de­
ployed small cells need to be provided such that the impact of signalling to the core 
network is more localised.
2 .1 .2  M icro ce ll
Micro base stations are defined as base stations that have a single omnidirectional 
antenna and a coverage range radii between 100m to 250m. They feature smaller power 
consumption models compared to a normal macrocell. The power model of a microcell 
was studied and compared to a normal macrocell in [3,5,9,48,49]. An advantage 
of deploying micro base stations is their ability to scale their power consumption to 
their activity level [9]. Although macrocells can scale their consumption to the traffic 
activity as well, due to the lower efficiency of the amplifier and their higher power 
transmission (that is required to cover a larger area), their scaling is neglected in 
comparison to a microcell [50]. Different deployment layouts featuring micro- and 
conventional macrocells as shown in Fig.2.3 were studied by Richter and Fettweis [49], as 
well as their effects on the network. The deployment of microcells along macrocells gives 
the advantage of having a larger power saving compared to normal macro deployment 
to achieve a targeted spectrum efficiency and higher throughput [5,9,48,49].
Although studies have shown that deploying microcells along with conventional macro­
cells are beneficial to achieve higher throughput with lower power consumption figures, 
the effect of the deployment cost has not been studied and their cost compared to their 
benefits could change their deployment efficiency. On the other hand, since microcells
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Figure 2,3: Heterogeneous deployment of micro- and macrocells [5],
can cause interference to a macrocell their deployment location should be carefully 
studied to achieve higher SINK figures as well as better user modelling. Also, this 
approach achieve a lower energy consumption for a given target it neglected the daily 
variation in traffic, thereby, only address a small part of the problem.
Compared to the use of femtocells, the use of microcells solves the problem of requiring 
public access and the need of self-organizing features since microcells are deployed by 
operators and can be tuned as required to minimise interference, unwanted mobility 
and increase system throughput. On the other hand, femtocells are user-deployed, 
their initial and operational costs are covered by the end user and they utilize users’ 
Internet connections to divert some traffic from the operator core network, giving more 
capacity to the network. Future studies that weigh the benefits and disadvantages of 
each deployment as well as heterogeneous deployment of both could be beneficial.
2 .1 .3  R e la y -a ss is ted  S y s te m
In this subsection using relay stations in the network to aid source transmission to the 
destination as shown in Fig.2.4 is considered. A relay station could be a fixed operator- 
deployed station or a user terminal that is willing to assist in ongoing communication 
[51] that does not attempt to send its own data while aiding the transmission of the 
source node. It is believed that relaying brings many benefits such as an increased 
coverage and throughput via transmit and received diversity while the energy efficiency 
depends on the relaying scheme adopted and number of hops (relay station) that are 
involved in the communication. Not only that, a relay station can be a normal base
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Figure 2.4: Heterogeneous deployment of relay station and macrocells.
station with some component switch-off and acting as a relay station introducing a 
large amount of saved power at night time or low user activity periods.
R elay Station  Transm ission Schem es
The sole purpose of a relay station is to aid the source node transmission, meaning that 
it is going to forward the source message. Different approaches have been proposed, 
each with its own performance metric. The main forwarding schemes are: amplify-and- 
forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF), and compress-and-forward (CF). The simplest 
approach is amplify-and-forward which is a non-regenerative approach where the relay 
amplifies and retransmits the signal received from the source. The drawback of this 
approach is that the relay amplifies its own receiver noise as well which leads to a 
reduction in achievable rates compared to other schemes. On the other hand, AF 
schemes has the advantage of low complexity and improved performance compared to 
a non-relay approach [52-54]. Decode-and-forward is a regenerative approach where the 
relay station [52] can decode the entire source code word, or it might employ symbol-by- 
symbol decoding and allow the destination to perform full decoding [53]. Other decode- 
and-forward strategies were proposed [55, 56] to minimise the loss in performance due 
to decoding at the relay station. Each method allows for trading between performance 
and complexity of the relay station. Higher rates are achieved in this approach but
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with extra complexity compared to amplify-and-forward. In compress-and-forward, 
a relay transmits a quantised and compressed version of its channel output to the 
destination, and the destination decodes by combining it with its own output. The 
destination and relays further take advantage of the statistical dependence between the 
different outputs [55]. Other advanced relaying approaches include selection relaying 
that allows transmitting terminals to select a suitable cooperative (or non-cooperative) 
action based upon the measured signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between them [53,57,58]. 
Incremental relaying exploits the availability of having feedback from the destination 
to improve the spectral efficiency and use relaying only when necessary [53,57,59].
The type of duplexing adopted in the relay station is one of the factors that can affect 
the performance of the network. If the relay station operates in full duplex mode, this 
implies that it has the capability to transmit and receive signals simultaneously on the 
same channel [60]. This type of relay is hard to implement due to the interference 
between the received and transmitted signals. On the other hand the half duplex 
approach is more practical. Both orthogonal and non-orthogonal approaches have been 
studied in [52,54,61].
Energy-efficient R elaying
Achievable rates in low-power relay links were studied, and the minimum achievable 
energy per bit for reliable communication was investigated in [51]. The upper and 
lower bound of energy per bit for reliable communication is defined and they show the 
advantages of implementing relaying for both amplify-and-forward and decode-and- 
forward compared to direct communication. That work was extended to the compress- 
and-forward case and linear relaying approach but did not consider the case of having 
the relay station operating in half duplex mode in [62].
The energy efficiency of a relay channel that was not studied in previous works was 
examined by several authors [63-69]. The energy required for transmitting one informa­
tion bit in three different relay schemes: amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward 
(DF), and block Markov coding (BMC) was compared in [64]. The relative merits of 
these relay schemes in comparison with direct transmissions are studied. The half du­
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plex and full duplex methods and the importance of having synchronisation between 
source and relay and half duplex, which can lead to optimal rate per energy was com­
pared by Gomez Vilardebo and Perez-Neira [65]. The energy efficiency of an ergodic 
fading channel to cover both half and full duplex scenarios was studied by the same 
authors [66].
The energy efficiency of cooperative SIMO-AF and SIMO-DF protocols base on a tar­
geted symbol error rate was compared by Krishnan and Natarajan [68]. The work 
showed that if the relay station position is near to the source node then both SIMO-AF 
and SIMO-DF perform similarly, but SIMO-DF requires more circuitry energy in the 
relay station which makes it less desirable. However, in the case where the position of 
the relay station is closer to the destination node, the transmission energy of SIMO-DF 
is lower than SIMO-AF which makes it more energy-efficient in this case. The effect of 
having synchronisation over relay position was studied by Gomez Vilardebo et al. [67], 
and show that when the relay station is near the source, synchronisation leads to high 
gains, while when it is near the destination, the gain is negligible.
2.2 Network M anagement
Currently, cellular mobile radio networks are experiencing a growth in terms of wide 
deployment to ensure the "always connected” ability. Therefore, an increase in the 
number of network elements is ongoing, along with a need to replace the human-driven 
(half-manual) network management solutions with techniques providing self-organizing 
networks (SON). The main aims of SON in network management are:
• Self-configuration: automating the network set-up and configuration.
• Self-optimization: tuning network parameters to get better performance.
• Self-healing: service recovery when network failures and outages occur.
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2 .2 .1  S e lf-o rg a n iza tio n  (SO )
Self-organization (SO) is not a new concept, it has been defined in several fields, such 
as computer science and biology [70]. Therefore, in this section a focus on the key 
concepts of SO from the prospective of wireless communications is presented.
Haykin [71], described SO as a new practice for future cellular systems that would 
’’learn from the environment and adapt to statistical variations in input stimuli to 
achieve highly reliable communications whenever and wherever needed” [72]. Spilling 
et al. [73] viewed SO as an adaptive functionality providing the network with the ability 
to monitor and detect changes in which intelligent decisions to minimise or maximise 
the effect of these changes can be made. Moreover, Prehofer et al. in [74] provided 
an insight on the design principles of SON. Elmenreich in [75] viewed SO as a set of 
entities that achieves a global system behaviour by means of interactions among these 
entities without resulting in a centralised control entity.
The term self-organization was first used in cellular systems as a limited adaptation 
of the network in the sense of power control algorithm for GSM [76]. From this point 
several contributions [76-78] demonstrated the need and value of self-organization in 
cellular networks and provided several adaptive algorithms that take advantage of self­
organization but no design strategy was provided on the methodology of uncooperating 
self-organisation into cellular systems. Following this a second wave of papers [74,79] 
of self-organization focused on a set of principles and paradigms to be considered when 
designing self-organizing systems but fell short in demonstrating these principles via 
tackling specific problems in cellular systems solutions tackling problems in cellular 
systems [80-82].
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) aimed to provide a specification for 
agreed descriptions of use cases and solutions with emphasis on the interaction of self­
optimization, self-configuration and self-healing. In [83] a main document describing 
the concepts and requirements for self organizing networks is provided and the self 
establishment of eNodeBs in [84], self-optimization [85] self healing [86] and automatic 
neighbor management [87,88]. The description in simple terms of that details of SON 
as in Release 9 and Release 10 can be found in [89,90].
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A self-organizing network (SON) is a communication network that has the capability of 
self-x functionalities, such as self-optimization or self-configuration [91]. SON networks 
provide automation-operational tasks, thereby minimising human intervention. In gen­
eral, SON tasks are based on loops known as a self-x cycle where inputs are gathered 
from monitoring and current status, and processed to derive an optimization which is 
then applied to the network, as seen in Fig. 2.5.
SON can provide several Self-organizing functionalities:
• Self-configuration: it is defined as the process where newly deployed network 
nodes are configured automatically for system operation. Self-configuration is 
performed in a pre-operation state, where the pre-operation is defined as the 
state in which the RF interface is active.
• Self-planning: it is the process in which the radio planning parameters are as­
signed to the newly deployed network nodes.
• Self-optimization: this functionality takes place at the operational stage, in which 
the interface is commercially active. At the self-optimization process the network 
measurements and performance measurements are used to autotune the network 
to achieve a better performance. This tuning action may involve changing the 
network parameters, neighbourhood relationships, thresholds etc.
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• Self-managing: it is considered as the automation of operation and maintenance 
(0AM) tasks and workflows, the main aim here is to shift them from human op­
erators to become automated within the network. Based on the available network 
state and prior knowledge regarding the network, the network and its elements can 
take action, while these actions are governed by policies and objectives. There­
fore, tasks are shifted away from human operators that would only be required 
to provide high-level guidance to 0AM.
• Self-healing: this functionality is responsible for detecting problems within the 
network and taking actions to solve or mitigate these problems with the aim of 
avoiding user impact and reducing maintenance costs. When a fault is detected, 
appropriate alarms would be generated by the faulty network entity. These alarms 
are continuously monitored by the entity responsible for self-healing, and when it 
detects an alarm that can be solved automatically, further necessary correlated 
information is gathered, then it takes action to solve the fault.
SON systems aim to improve the usability and efficiency of future wireless access sys­
tems and to achieve ’’plug & play” ability. They also aim to improve quality of service 
(QoS) which is perceived by the user. Therefore, the main goals of SON are to reduce 
the operational expenditure (OPEX) and to improve system performance.
Research P rojects on SO in Cellular System s
There has been a growing number of large research projects dedicated for investigat­
ing, analysing and evaluating self-organization functionality to be deployed in future 
cellular systems. This is due to the promising flexibility, agility and scalability that 
self-organizing networks promise to provide. Here a summary of some of the major 
projects and their achievements is provided.
The European ”end-to-end efficiency (E3)” project [92] aimed to investigate the possi­
bility of integrating current and future wireless systems into cognitive systems for self­
management, self-optimization and self-repair described as self-x systems. Feasibility 
tests were performed for many schemes, such as acquiring and learning user informa­
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tion, awareness signalling and self-configuration protocols. They showed the feasibility 
of deploying self-organizing autonomous schemes and their benefits for future systems.
The European SOCRATES project [93] focused on the LTE radio networks, where 
concepts, methods and algorithms for SON were investigated. It showed that sev­
eral self-organizing functions are not independent in their operation and might conflict 
when deployed in conjunction with each other as the controlling parameters of the SON 
are not exclusive. Therefore a SON coordinator was proposed, where it incorporates 
operator policies to ensure that each SON function has the ability to perform its op­
timizations without conflict. Details of the deliverable of the project can be found 
in [94].
The joint collaborative research India-UK Advanced Technological Centre (lU-ATC) 
[95] investigated the performance bounds and system capacity of self-organizing cel­
lular multi-hop networks. The main aim was to demonstrate higher energy efficiency 
and reduce CAPEX/OPEX by adopting self-organization. It also demonstrated the 
usefulness of SON in disaster/ emergency scenarios.
In recent years there has been the introduction of indoor base stations to solve some 
capacity and coverage issues. This has presented a need to develop self-organization 
among the base stations of the network. The European project BeFemto [96] aimed 
to provide this by the development of femtocell technologies based on LTE-A that 
would provide a cost-efficient provision of ubiquitous broadband services. The project 
focuses on several novel concepts and deployment scenarios, such as self-organizing & 
self-optimizing femtocell networks, mobile femtocells and outdoor relay femtocells.
One of the main key characteristics of any self-organizing network is its scalability. It 
reflects the complexity of a solution when adopted in a system-wide approach. This 
means that a complexity of a solution should not increase when the size of the system 
increases. To ensure scalability in adaptive approach (solution), a minimal complexity 
decentralised approach where global cooperation is not required, but on the other hand, 
local coordination should suffice, seems to be beneficial.
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2 .2 .2  B a se  S ta t io n  C o o p e ra tio n
Base station cooperation, generally referred to as coordinated multi-point (CoMP) com­
munication, has been exhaustively studied in the literature in the perspective of user 
fairness [97] and spectral efficiency (SE) [98], demonstrating significant gains according 
to these metrics. On the other hand, in terms of energy-efficiency gains, it still remains 
to be assessed. The CoMP system can be considered as a distributed antenna or dis­
tributed multiple-input multiple-output (DMIMO) system [99]. The works in [100-102] 
provide an asymptotic closed-form approximation (CPAs) of the channel capacity for a 
correlated MIMO channel by adopting a random matrix theory and the Stieltjes trans­
form of the empirical distribution of the eigenvalues of the correlated MIMO channel, 
respectively. On the other hand, in [103-105], CFAs of the DMIMO channel capacity 
have been obtained. Moreover, BS cooperate which produces an extra cost in terms of 
energy consumption. Therefore, CoMP is expected to reduce the energy consumption 
when the user is suffering from a weak received signal or when the interference is strong 
(e.g. cell-edge communication).
The main goal of base station cooperation is to ensure that all used energy is spent 
on transmitting data, therefore the non-controlled interferences are seen as a waste 
of energy. Base station cooperation involves base stations to communicate with their 
neighbouring BS via a backhaul link. This cooperation can be via a data plane by using 
joint or distributed processing algorithms or in the control plane by coordinating the 
allocated resources to better serve users that are impacted by the inter-BS interference. 
One of the main challenges in BS cooperation is improving the cell-edge communica­
tion as it is the most energy-costly communication of a BS. One approach to improve 
cell-edge communication is a fractional frequency reuse system, where the available 
frequency/band width is shared between the inner and cell-edge users, whilst the re­
maining fraction of the frequency is shared among neighbouring cells. The expected 
energy saving achieved at the system level is about 20% [106,107].
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2 .2 .3  A d a p tiv e  N etw o rk  R eco n fig u ra tio n
A promising approach of reducing the overall energy consumption of the mobile net­
works is to reduce the number of active network elements. As the traffic load varies 
during a day, according to this variation a credible option is to adaptively set the band­
width utilization according to the traffic variation, thereby making the power amplifier 
operate closer to its most efficient operational point [108]. Around a 29% energy sav­
ings is expected when bandwidth adaptation is adopted and can be much greater for 
areas with less expected load demand.
When analysing the daily traffic variation in today’s networks [6,109] an observed 
duration of a day where the average load on the network can be 5 or 10 times less 
than the peak values. On the other hand, network infrastructures are designed to serve 
peak load demand, therefore a possible approach is to dynamically reduce the number 
of active base stations in low load durations of the day. A 30% energy saving on a 
long-term and global scale is expected to be achieved when a dynamical cell switch 
on/off scheme is adopted.
Mobile communication systems are designed to support maximum demanded through­
put, which is needed in maximum traffic periods. On the other hand, traffic varies 
in load from time to time due to the typical night-day behaviour of users and the 
daily swarming to offices and back to district areas [24]. Since current mobile networks 
are not designed to benefit from such variation in traffic, a large amount of energy is 
wasted on base stations that are not active with users in low-traffic periods of the day. 
If intelligent switching of base stations in low-traffic periods is implemented as shown 
in Fig.2.6, large amounts of energy could be saved. To design intelligent switching (i.e. 
SO BS switching), some issues need to be addressed. When a base station is switched 
off, radio coverage and service quality must still be guaranteed (QoS) by neighbouring 
base stations [3,24-28,110-114]. Also, the base station switching decision cannot be 
made by individual base station decision bases, since the load on other base stations 
needs to be considered to avoid increased blocking probability. Traffic in some periods 
of time could oscillate rapidly, so frequent base station mode switching needs to be 
avoided as well [111].
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Figure 2.6: Intelligent management.
Chiaraviglio et al. showed that even if some elements of the network are switched off, 
connectivity still can be achieved without any electro-magnetic violation due to the 
increase in transmit power [26]. Another study that gives priority to different classes of 
traffic, e.g. circuit switch and packet switch traffic to imitate a real-case scenario and 
to evaluate the ability to implement the idea was made in [112]. The steps of switching 
a base station can effect the network efficiency and it could be done with different 
methods and steps. In [112] they propose three different scenarios of switching a base 
station off based on a UMTS system. The first proposal states: after the switch-off 
decision is taken, only when no users are accessing the Node-B it is switched off, thus 
switched off only when in idle mode. Thereby, this is the least invasive approach 
for users as no forced hand overs occur, but an obvious drawback is that the time it 
takes to switch off the Node-B after taking the decision can be long, therefore limiting 
the effectiveness of the energy-saving approach. The second proposal states that as 
soon as the switch-off decision is taken, no new service requests are accepted by the 
Node-B, therefore it is switched off only when all on going services are terminated. 
This implies that some of the service requests will be blocked when the switch off 
decision is made, but can still guarantee that blocking probability remains below the 
QoS limits imposed by the network operator if the dynamic planning approach they 
suggest is usedn the first case, but still can be significant as it depend on the longest
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residual time of the services in progress at the time of the decision. The third proposal 
states that immediately after the switch-off decision is taken, all on going services 
are handed over from the Node-B in witch it is switched off. This is considered the 
most invasive approach for users, but forced handovers are foreseen by current UMTS 
standards and thus the algorithm is well within the possibilities of present equipment. 
This approach provides an advantage of limiting the time between the decision and the 
Node-B switch off, thereby maximising the energy reduction effect. On the other hand 
Lorincz et al. [115] proposed a centralised network management approach based on 
traffic estimations of different hours of the day and days of the week and implement an 
integer linear programming (ILP) in order to select the optimum network configuration 
in terms of power consumption and to guarantee coverage and enough capacity to 
serve active users. Not only that, they add an important factor to consider, which is 
system power consumption (each component power consumption was considered, e.g. 
amplifiers) as well as channel effect on energy consumption.
It is obvious that intelligent management of the network depends highly on traffic vari­
ations. This implies that the success of any proposed algorithm depends on the traffic 
model that is used. In [24] three different traffic models were proposed: symmetric 
traffic, asymmetric traffic and trapezoidal traffic. Although these models could test 
the potential of the scheme, they do not reflect real scenarios. In [29] they do not use 
any models but a more complex method: they apply the SURGE tool [116] to generate 
the web-like traffic traces [29]. This method still lacks the fact that data traffic gener­
ated by mobile phone users differs from that generated by computer users (SURGE), 
e.g. by the mean size of downloaded files, something that the authors acknowledge, 
and suggest as suitable for future work. This implementation showed the important 
of traffic modelling and its effect on the switch-off scheme. In [32] the author applied 
a greedy algorithm for estimating the possible energy saving based on two sets of real 
data: the first is based on a temporal traffic trace which was obtained from a cellular 
operator in a metropolitan area; and the second is based on a base station location 
data from a portion of the city of Manchester, United Kingdom. They derived a first- 
order approximation of the power saving that can be expected from turning off base 
stations in low traffic periods while still maintaining coverage. Also since users drive
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traffic it is important to predict future user location for more accurate and faster switch 
of algorithms, something which [112] took into account. Different prediction methods 
can be used such as prediction by partial match (PPM) [117], market basket analysis 
(MARPL) [118], LAST, and ISTAR. Comparisons of the effectivity of each prediction 
are made in [118] and they showed that predicting user location within a cellular net­
work in the next time interval, with the granularity of the associated BS, is a feasible 
task with acceptable performance. A common approach in reconfiguring the network 
is in deriving necessary thresholds to be satisfied that mite be in terms of service out­
age probability [30], traffic in terms of Erlangs [31], percent of the peak traffic [32], 
and minimim SINR [33] but they failed to provide a full picture on how the decision 
can be made (i.e. providing a framework in which a decision can be made). Most 
importantly, the work done in this approach assumes that current cellular systems are 
capable of serving the current traffic demand required of it. On the other hand traffic 
load increases every year, making this assumption invalid for future systems. Therefore, 
approaches tackling the problem of power consumption in cellular systems should take 
this into consideration and propose solutions for it.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter a review state-of-the-art approaches for optimizing energy consumption 
in the radio access part of the network is presented, first a review of different deployment 
strategies based on heterogeneous deployment, where the use of smaller base station, i.e. 
micro-, pico- and femtocells were proposed in the aim of offloading some of the traffic 
from the macro station to the smaller base stations. Then a several approaches on self 
organizing networks when the architecture of the network changes with time, i.e. some 
of the network base stations are switched off and others are activated is given. Both 
approaches look at the problem from different views, on one hand, using a heterogeneous 
deployment realises that traffic increases over time and aims to achieve a lower power 
consumption for a targeted quality of service (QoS) compared to current systems. On 
the other hand, SO approaches realise that traffic varies in time and from one location 
to another, therefore aiming to utilize this variation to optimize energy but they do
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not provide a framework on which the decision can be made. Secondly, although traffic 
varies in time, having peaks and troughs, in terms of traffic over time, there has been a 
tremendous increase in the number of handsets, in particular smartphones, supporting 
a wide range of applications. This increase took a toll on the amount of mobile data 
traffic, where the average smartphone usage rate nearly tripled in 2011 and the overall 
amount of mobile data traffic demand grew 2.3 times [17]. Therefore, solutions aiming 
to optimize energy consumption of the radio access part should consider this problem 
and provide solutions that both optimize energy and give the system the capability to 
face the expected growth of traffic.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, most of the heterogeneous deployment based 
approaches as well as network management based approaches in the literature gener­
ally consider the energy efficiency problem by optimizing the system in its high or low 
demand regions and neglecting the other, both in time and space. These approaches 
also compromise on QoS in some aspects. On the other hand, the proposed deploy­
ment framework provides a generic self-organizing solution that can optimize radio as 
well as energy wise resource efficiency in future cellular systems both in high and low 
demand regions, without compromising on the quality of service criteria. Furthermore, 
in network management approaches where the base stations are dynamically switched 
off and on, thereby achieving dynamic deployment architecture. When a base station 
is switched off, radio coverage and service quality must still be guaranteed (QoS) by 
neighboring base stations or other means [28,119]. A common approach in reconfig­
uring the network is in deriving necessary thresholds to be satisfied that might be in 
terms of service outage probability [30], traffic in terms of Erlangs [31], percent of 
the peak traffic [32], and minimum SINR [33] but it fails to provide a full picture on 
how the decision can be made. Although different papers have evaluated the idea of 
dynamically changing the architecture of the network with the aim of saving energy 
and showing its feasibility to be applied, they lacked in developing a framework on 
which the decision can be made. As switching a base station off affects the network 
performance, the decision of which network elements are switched off and which are 
not is a multiple-objective decision-making problem comprising different criteria and 
requirements, such as link quality, quality of service, network availability and network
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reliability.
In this thesis an alternative deployment solution is presented for densification of future 
cellular networks in order to meet the future traffic demands. This solution builds on 
a notion of cloud coverage provided by densely deployed self-organizing small cells that 
underlies in the macro cells. The core idea of the proposed solutions is that, through 
a fuzzy-logic based decision framework presented, the macro cells can control when to 
activate the cloud cells, while taking into account a number of factors of cellular eco­
systems e.g. traffic, energy tariffs etc. The proposed framework is evaluated through 
extensive simulations while using blocking probability, hand over probability and energy 
consumptions as KPIs (Key Performance Indicator) of interest and compared it with 
both micro and macro cell based deployments. The key advantage of the proposed 
solution is that it combines the benefits of both macro and micro cell based deployments. 
However, unlike conventional heterogeneous network, these advantages are not gained 
at the cost of increased energy consumption or higher handover rates, due to underlying 
fuzzy-logic based self organizing solution that adapts the active deployment topology 
according to the spatio temporal dynamics of traffic while targeting the desired KPIs 
as set by the operator.
Chapter 3
Energy and QoS Optimization for Future 
Cellular Systems
In this chapter the aim is to achieve an energy-efficient adaptive cellular system archi­
tecture that can achieve a high level of quality of service (QoS) in terms of blocking 
probability, achievable throughput and coverage, while optimizing energy consumption. 
While traffic varies at different times, the power consumption of the radio access net­
work does not scale with it effectively. The main aim is to have the energy consumption 
scale with the traffic so that during low-traffic periods the energy consumption would 
scale down. To make significant energy savings, a dynamic deployment approach al­
lows the system to operate in an energy-efficient mode with respect to traffic load. 
By deploying small base stations within the area of a conventional macro station the 
ability to reduce energy consumption while maintaining QoS is possible. Moreover, 
by implementing the proposed adaptive energy-efficient algorithm, the network gains 
much-needed flexibility that can increase coverage or throughput in the same network 
by adapting its operation to source its requirements better and change them when new 
requirements arise. Furthermore, a methodological consistency by verifying the results 
with an analytical approach is proven.
In this chapter the idea of deploying small nodes within the coverage of a conventional 
macrocell to aid in the saving of energy is evaluated. The performance impact of
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dynamically switching base stations off is evaluated
3.1 M otivation
Mobile communication systems are designed to support the maximum demanded through­
put which is needed in peak-traffic periods. On the other hand, traffic load varies at 
different times due to users’ typical night-day behaviour and daily commuting between 
offices and district areas [24]. While traffic varies at different times, the power con­
sumption of the radio access network does not scale with it effectively [3]. The target 
is to achieve a scaling of the energy consumption with traffic demand so that during 
low-traffic periods the energy consumption would scale down, an over all of 50% saving 
is targeted in a 24h period.
3.2 Energy-efficient Deploym ent Strategies
Dynamic management of the network, achieved by switching base station operation, 
minimises the number of active base stations and depends on the remaining active 
stations to manage traffic demand. While this approach can decrease overall system 
energy demand, it tends to make the system vulnerable to unexpected increases in traffic 
demand. The aim is to capitalise on available energy-minimisation means, maintaining 
a robust system capable of operating efficiently during low-traffic periods while capably 
handling high-traffic periods as well. Towards this end, the proposal and comparison 
of two approaches for dynamic network architecture is presented.
3 .2 .1  M u ltip le  R a d io  A ccess  T ech n o lo g y  D e p lo y m e n t (M u lti-R A T )
An interesting approach is a mixed deployment topology of regular macro base stations 
deployed along with a number of smaller base stations that feature low power and 
low coverage referring to as microcells. On the other hand, implementing intelligent 
deployment tends to switch off a base station and to increase the power of neighbouring 
base stations to cover the gap left by the switched-off base station. Although this
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operation lowers power consumption it also tends to lower the system throughput and 
general system performance levels. Therefore deploying small cells (e.g. microcells) in 
the networks that are dormant (not active) and would be initiated for operation when 
needed is considered. Furthermore, a finer scale of intelligent deployment: considering 
the ability to switch off a sector of a cell instead of full cell switching and activating 
microcells in the area to maintain coverage and system requirements is considered.
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Figure 3.1: Implementing intelligent deployment.
This approach is inspired by the ability of small-cell-based architecture (e.g. micro base 
stations) to increase system throughput and area spectral efficiency when deployed in 
conjunction with normal base stations. A heterogeneous deployment in parallel with the 
dynamic management of the network to obtain the full advantages of both technologies 
is envisioned. In addition, the deployment of microcells in each sector is considered 
to be critical to the network’s functioning. Initially, all microcells would be inactive. 
When the load drops below a certain global threshold, the system would switch to a 
green operation, with macro sectors being deactivated and the microcells in those areas 
being activated. Although having a single criterion in which the decision is made is 
insufficient and unrealistic, it would serve as a means of comparing different approaches.
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3 .2 .2  A c t iv e  S ec to r isa tio n
The second approach does not implement a small-cell-based approach, but instead 
focuses on the manipulation of the antenna beam pattern to best cover the area as 
certain sectors are switched on and off. When traffic demand is high, all three sectors 
of a base station are activated. When traffic in a sector drops below a predefined global 
threshold, that sector switches off. Users in the deactivated sector would consequently 
suffer from lower coverage due to weaker receive signal power. To counteract this 
phenomenon the the antenna pattern of the remaining active sectors is adapted. This 
would lead to there being three different antenna patterns depending on the number of 
active sectors.
Switching a sector off completely can create low coverage areas within the network. 
In order to counteract this problem with one sector deactivated and only two active 
sectors the angle on the remaining active sectors would be changed from 120 degrees to 
180 degrees, resulting in two sectors opposite each other. The beam width of these two 
sectors would be increased from 70 degrees to 105 degrees, to allow the remaining sectors 
to cover the larger area, as required. Although the antenna beam width is increased, it 
is necessary to maintain the received signal level in the coverage area. This necessitates 
adjustments to the antenna boresight gain of the new antenna pattern [120].
I riT I
% I =  —  I (7 previous ( V’) (3.1)
2 tT J ^ = - T r  27T 7i/i=-7r
where the antenna gain G is not in dB but in decimal. The new antenna pattern is 
shown in Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.1, where O f2b is the antenna front to back ratio.
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Figure 3.2: Azimuth antenna patterns.
Table 3.1: Parameters of the antenna model.
Number of active sectors per base station G^ max Gf2b
Three 14dBi 70° 20
Two 12.12dBi 105° 20
One Single omnidirectional antenna 7.32dBi
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Figure 3.3: Example of base station layout adaptation.
3 .2 .3  H an d over b e tw een  M a c r o /M ic r o  M ech a n ism
From the average daily data traffic profile in Europe the decision to switch on an hourly 
basis is taken. The decision is driven by the fact that the traffic is almost constant 
within a single hour. The system can operate according to any of the three proposals 
stated by [112]. On this basis at the beginning of each time slot the macrocells would 
measure the demand that is served and if it is lower than a predefined threshold this 
would signal the microcells in the area to be activated. At this point one of three choices 
is implemented: (i) as soon as the switch-off decision is taken, only when no users are 
accessing the macrocell it is switched off, thus switched off only when in idle mode, 
(ii) as soon as the switch-off decision is taken, no new service requests are accepted by 
the Node-B, therefore it is switched off only when all on going services are terminated 
implying that some of the service requests will be blocked when the switch off decision
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is made, (ill) immediately after the switch-off decision is taken, all on going services 
are handed over from the macrocell in witch it is switched off. At the next time slot 
the process is repeated as each micro- and macrocell measures the traffic demand that 
is served. The same process occurs when the traffic exceeds a certain level; the sector 
is initiated and microcells are switched off. The assumption is that a base station can 
switch off completely as there are active micros that can serve the traffic (and vice 
versa). This would result in large savings as each type of base station consumes power 
even if the RF part is switched off.
3 .2 .4  E v a lu a tio n  o f  th e  M e th o d o lo g y
To check the accuracy of the results an analytical approach is adopted. The probability 
of having a sector active at a time slot (i) is the probability of having the traffic (Ti) 
larger than the threshold (Tthr)'
P'^on,i — Prob(Tf > Tthr) ^nd j =  1 Pron,i (3.2)
To cover all possibilities of having K sectors active or not, we define «S as a set of binary 
strings denoted as (siS2 ••• ...sk), that would denote all possible combinations of
having sector active 5  ^=  1 or inactive Sk = 0.
S  = {(siS2 ... Sk ...Sk ) : Sk e  {0,1}} (3.3)
where |«S| =  2“^ .
At each base station traffic load varies in comparison to others at a certain time slot, 
where a global average traffic demand can be derived at each time slot Tav{l). If we 
assume that this traffic variation uniformly between 0 and 2Tav then at time slot I the 
probability of traffic load being lower than Tthr is
ProB{l) = 7 ^  , ‘n'a,{l)>Tthr
^J-avil) (3.4)
else, Pf'osiJ') ~  1
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where the probability of traffic load being higher than Tthr is Pron(0 =  1 — P^off(0- 
Therefore the probability of a sector being inactive =  0) is Proff and the probability 
of it being active is P ro n - The occurrence probability (P o c) of each combination At 
(member of set A) is:
Pocii, I) = {Pron{l)y* * (Pr„ff(0)'“ (3.5)
where Zi represents the number of ones occurring in the string At and hi represents the 
number of zeros in the string. Therefore, each binary string A i generates an achievable 
SINR level with a given probability of occurrence Poc{iJ). All possibilities are 
summed up to give the analytical result ^{l). The combinations can be seen in Fig. 3.9, 
as can be seen a methodological consistency by verifying the results with an analytical 
approach is achieved.
'y{l) = J2^iPoc(i,l)  (3.6)
i
3.3 System  M odel
In general, when traffic load is not at its peak and switching off a base station becomes 
a viable option, this operation lowers the power consumption. By switching base sta­
tions off, the coverage of the networks starts to move to a wide area coverage as the 
number of active base stations is reduced at night time. This process tends to increase 
unwanted interference and lower the system output capacity. To solve this problem the 
implementation of low-energy small-cell nodes (e.g. microcells) that would be deployed 
in the area of a conventional macro station that would be activated when the macrocell 
is switched off is considered. Initially all microcells are switched off. When the load 
drops below a certain threshold the system triggers a green operation, where unneeded 
sectors are switched off and the microcells in the area are initiated for operation. The 
macro base stations is modeled as an infinite regular grid of sites characterised by 
the site distance D, generating equally sized hexagonal cell structures of side length 
R  = Assuming that each macro base station (site) is divided into three cells (sec­
tors). The antenna pointing to the azimuth of the cells is separated by 120 degrees
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and the cells are arranged with antennas pointing at one of the nearest site locations 
thus forming cells in a cloverleaf fashion. The cell size is normally given in terms of the 
distance between two neighbouring sites. The cell radius R (the side of the hexagon) 
is always one third of the site to site distance when 3-sector sites are used.
Figure 3.4: Regular grid of macrocells.
Figure 3.5: One cell divided into three sectors.
3 .3 .1  B a se  S ta tio n  T y p e s  an d  P o w er  M o d e ls
To provide a power model for different types of LTE base stations (eNodeB), it is 
necessary to follow a bottom-up approach of a BS block diagram containing the main 
components that form a BS. For a macro BS cell the dominant power consuming section 
is the radio equipment, where it provides a crucial link which ties users in a cell to the 
computation core. Therefore, it is essential for it to guarantee the flow of information 
whilst providing a certain level of QoS. In Fig. 3.6 a general block diagram of a 
macro, micro, pico and femto BSs is shown. In a BS there are multiple transceivers 
(TRXs) connected to multiple antennas, where each TRX consist of: baseband interface 
(BB), radio frequency (RF), power amplifier (PA), antenna interface, DC to DC power 
regulation, active cooling system which is present in macrocells and neglected in smaller
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of a base station transceiver [6]. 
cells and a main AC to DC power supply that is connected to the power supply grid.
A ntenna Interface
The antenna interface may suffer losses that are due to feeder, antenna band-pass filters 
and duplexer losses. The losses impact the radio interface output power, therefore 
straining the power amplifier power consumption. These losses determine the choice of 
a specific power amplifier to be adopted.
Power Am plifier
The power amplifier is tasked with efficiently transmitting the required RF output 
power whilst consuming a minimum amount of DC power. The most efficient region 
for the power amplifier to operate is at its maximum output power, closest to the 
compression point. On the other hand, LTE modulation schemes produce non-constant 
envelope signals that require the power amplifier to operate at its linear region not at the 
compression point to prevent spectrum splatter of side-band components that causes 
adjacent channel interference. This process lowers the efficiency of the power amplifier.
R F Transceiver
This includes both transmitter and receiver for the uplink and downlink communication, 
respectively. At the receiver side, the radio frequency signal received at the antenna
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is first filtered and amplified while minimising the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Using 
a clean local oscillator (LO) the signal is then down-converted to a specific IF. Down- 
conversion is performed to a specific IF through frequency multiplication with a clean 
local oscillator (LO) signal. In the final stage an analogue-to-digital conversion is 
performed. On the other hand, at the transmitter side, a digital to analogue converter is 
used (DAO) to convert the modulated signal. Using a reconstruction filter the aliases of 
the DAG are removed then the signal is up-converted using an LO signal. A variable RF 
gain amplifier (VGA) is used to drive the power amplifier. Finally, an RF variable gain 
amplifier (VGA) adapts the gain and drives the PA. The most affecting requirements 
on the energy consumption of the RF transceiver are: bandwidth requirement, number 
of antennas for multiple RF transmission and/or reception and the maximum accepter 
signal-to-noise as well as the distortion ratio.
B aseband Interface
Both the baseband (BB) engine and the digital signal processors (DSP) common tasks 
include: digital pre-distortion, digital up-down conversion, digital signal detection and 
channel error correction. The main contributors to the power consumption of the 
baseband interface are base station type, signal bandwidth and multiple-input and 
multiple-output (MIMO) processing.
D C -D C , C ooling and M ain Supply
A clean and regulated DC power supply is required in every radio-integrated component 
which can vary in type according to the individual component requirement, which the 
DC-DC is capable of providing. The losses occurring here are proportional to the total 
power consumption required. In a macro base station cooling is required to prevent 
overheating due to the high output power requirements that could cause malfunction. 
This cooling process also has its losses that should be considered. For the base station 
to be connected to the main power grid an AC to DC converter is required that may 
introduce extra power losses as well.
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Table 3.2: Parameters of the linear power model [9].
BS type Nx -Pmax [W] Po [W] A p
Macro 6 20.0 130.0 4.7
RRH 6 20.0 84.0 Z8
Micro 2 6.3 56.0 2.6
Pico 2 0.13 6.8 4.0
Femto 2 0.05 4.8 8.0
Power M odel
Conventional macrocells are designed to provide large-area coverage. Therefore the 
site power consumption depends on the cell size (covered area) as well as the degree 
of coverage required. Besides conventional macrocells the deployment of smaller cells 
is considered, referring to as microcells. These devices feature a much smaller area 
with a cell radius of 100 to 250m. In turn, micro base stations feature much lower 
power consumption. The relation between the relative RF output power and BS power 
consumption is nearly linear and for studies not dealing with individual component 
improvements using a linear approximation of the power model is justifiable [6]. The 
relation between the average power consumption and the average radiated power per 
site is give in [2,9,121]:
-Pin = NtPq + ApPout (3.7)
where Pq is the power consumption at the minimum possible output power. Pout is the 
RF output power, Ap is the slope of the load-dependent power consumption and N t  
is the number of transceiver chains. The parameters of the linear power model for the 
considered BS types are listed in Table 3.2
A rea Power C onsum ption
A discussed on how to calculate the power consumption of a single base station (for the 
different types of base stations given in Equation 4.15 and Table 3.2) is giving in previos
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section. Summing up the power consumption figures of all elements in a network would 
then yield the total power consumption of the network. By applying this we can find 
the power consumed by serving a typical cell in the network, which is then scaled by 
the cell area.
P  — ^  ^Pin,i (3.8)
îEIa
where the individual power figures Pin correspond to power consumption of individual 
base stations.
The area power consumption of the network is then defined as [5]:
P  =  ^  (3.9)
where A  represents the overall network area which is the aggregate sum of all cells areas’ 
in the network. If we assume that a cell area coverage is represented by a hexagon then:
1^ 1 — (3. 10)
where Ri represents each cell radius (the side of the hexagon).
3 .3 .2  P ro p a g a tio n  M o d e l
A propagation model is adopted to characterise the channel link losses occurring to 
the transmitted signal from the base station to the user. These losses can be further 
sub-divided into distance dependant path loss, shadowing and fast fading. The received 
power in downlink can be expressed as:
Prx — Ptx + Gtx + Grx ~ H  (3.11)
where Prx is the received signal power at a mobile terminal, Ptx is the transmitted signal 
power, Gtx and Grx are the transmitter and receiver antennas gain and H corresponds 
to channel effect of path loss, fast fading and shadowing.
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The SINR j i  of the mobile terminal can be expressed as:
jeAfd
where Uq is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
The link gain between the base station and a mobile is defined as the product of path 
loss, shadowing, and fast fading effects. Distance dependant path loss is typically 
expressed as [122]:
PL(dB) = log(d) (3.13)
where d (in kilometres) is the distance between the base station and a mobile user, 
values for I a and Ib follows the modified Hata urban propagation model given in [123]. 
The shadowing follows lognormal distribution with a mean value of 0 dB and standard 
deviation of 8 dB. In fast fading, the ITU multipath model for fading generation is 
adopted.
3 .3 .3  B ea m  P a tte r n
The 3D antenna pattern is typically given by a horizontal (azimuth) and a vertical 
(elevation) cut. Note that the real 3D pattern cannot be exactly extrapolated by the 
2 cuts; however approximations are typically used [124,125].
Assuming an azimuthal pattern Bip{(p):
B^ir) =  -m in  12 ( ^ ^ ) ' l  > (314)
where 4>, A^, and Ba are the azimuth orientation, azimuth beam width, and the back­
ward attenuation. Typical parameter values are Ay =  70° and Ba = 20 dB [124]. A 
single base station typically serves three cells (sectors) which have azimuth orientation 
(f) = {0°, 120°, 240°}.
Assuming an elevation pattern B q{6):
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Be{e) = -m in  ( s a ,  12 j  , (3.15)
where Ag and 0  are the elevation width and orientation also called downtilt respec­
tively. The parameter Ag has a typical value of Ag =  10°.
The 3D pattern is given as [124,125]:
6) =  min{-[Py((^) -f Be{e)\}. (3.16)
The angles 6 and ip can be defined as in [124]:
9 =  /Xjpk-- 9 :) , (3.17)
where pc and are the position vector of the base station and mobile user respectively 
and h ss  is the base station antenna height.
3 .3 .4  Traffic M o d e l
The objective of the long-term large-scale traffic models is to determine the average 
traffic load served at a certain time of day under a given deployment scenario. We 
apply the traffic model given in [2 ], which defines the average daily data traffic profile 
in Europe and relate it with an M /M /l/N  queuing model [126] to model it as cell 
based traffic. The M /M /l/N  queue is identical to the M/M/1 except that it has a 
finite capacity of N  customers which is applicable to a mobile base station scenario. 
Arrivals are modelled as a Poisson distribution with a mean rate A, and the service 
time is exponential with a mean value l/ f i .  The state of the queue is defined by the 
number of customers with the state transition [126]. At state 0 the queue is empty and 
an arrival can occur with probability A At. On the other hand, at state 1, there is a 
single customer in the queue who can be served with probability //At; at this point the 
queue would go to state 0  or an arrival would occur, in which case the queue would
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go to state 2. By balancing the probability flows across the boundary between the two 
states, it can be written as follow:
XP(k) = /iP(k + l), 0 < k < N  (3.19)
By writing X/fi = p and substituting k with 0 we get:
P (l)  =  pP(0) (3.20)
If we substitute A: =  1 we get:
P{2) = pP{l) = p2p(0) (3.21)
Prom this process we conclude that:
P(fc) =  p*^P(0) (3 .2 2 )
By summing up the finite geometric series we have [127]:
1 —P(0)—j-------- =  1, p f  1 (3.23)
1 -  p
and
P (0 )(iV + l) =  l, p = l  (3.24)
Prom equation 3.22 the equilibrium distribution of the M / M / l / N  queue is:
P { k ) = {  ^ ’ ^ ^ ^ 0 < f c < i V  (3.25)
N+1'
Since the mobile would be blocked when the queue is full, meaning that k = N ,  the 
blocking probability, Pb is given by:
P b = < (3.26)
'  P = 1
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3.4 Evaluation and Discussion
In this section the effect of the two approaches of dynamic network architecture is 
studied. The first approach is deploying small-cell-based architecture (e.g. micro base 
stations) to cover the area of the switched-off sector. They would be deployed along the 
sector antenna boresight (implementing two: inner and outer microcells). In the second 
approach, the manipulation of the antenna beam pattern to best cover the area when 
sectors are switched off (active sectorisation) is considered. Models and assumptions 
are basically aligned with 3GPP simulation case 1 [125]. Three-sector macrocells were 
simulated with wraparound with i?=500m. On the other hand, microcells feature only 
a single omnidirectional antenna and cover a much smaller area with cell radii of 1 0 0  
to 250m and antenna gain of 2dBi. An OFDMA system employing a frequency reuse 
of one; that is, the same time and frequency resources are used for transmission in each 
cell is considered. In this chapter the traffic model given in [2] at peak traffic of 30 
Mbps/km^, which defines the average daily data traffic profile in Europe as shown in 
Fig. 3.11 is adopted. At each time step the traffic profile obtained from Fig. 3.11 is 
uniformly distributed among the different sectors with a range of zero to double the 
traffic profile at the time step. Also note that there is only one global threshold, which 
is half of the maximum traffic profile. The assumption is that the model operates on an 
hourly basis. This decision is driven by the fact that traffic is almost constant within 
the duration of an hour. On this basis at the beginning of each time slot the macrocells 
would measure the demand that is served and if it is lower than a predefined threshold 
it would signal the microcells in the area to initiate activation (vice versa). In the 
second algorithm the responsibility lies on the macro base station sectors to measure 
the demand that is served and if it is lower than a predefined threshold, the macro 
station antenna is allowed to adopt its coverage to minimise power consumption. A 
system level simulation to compare the different scenarios was conducted based on the 
system level parameter model given in the chapter. The results presented are for one 
sector in the system with 500 Monte Carlo iterations and a standard deviation of 0 .1 2 .
Initially a calibration process is required to verify the simulator results. An LTE sim­
ulator by the Vienna University of Technology [128] for comparison and benchmarking
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is considered. After obtaining the SINR of each test point an experimental CDF plot 
is obtained that shows the percentages of achieved SINR for both systems and the 
LTE simulator. In Fig. 3.7 a comparison between the LTE simulator and the designed 
simulator is presented. As can be seen, there is a small margin of difference and that 
is due to adopting a simpler power model that needs to be more accurate.
 LTE SINR CDF, macro and shadow fading
 LTE SINR CDF, macro fading only
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Figure 3.7: CDF plot of SINR dB LTE system level simulator vs. designed system level 
simulator.
The link gain between the base station and a mobile is defined as the product of path 
loss, shadowing, and fast fading effects. For path loss {PL), we adopt the modified 
Hata urban propagation model. The shadowing follows log-normal distribution with a 
mean value of 0 dB and standard deviation of 8  dB. In fast fading, we adopt the ITU 
multipath model for the fading generation. Fig.3. 8  represents the calibration process 
with the LTE simulator where they are almost identical.
Fig. 3.9 presents a comparison between the conventional cellular system and the pro­
posed energy-efficient algorithms in terms of the SINR CDFs. As can be observed, 
the hybrid energy-efficient approaches tend to switch off more sectors and activate the 
micros in the targeted area, resulting in a slight decrease in SINR levels due to the 
cell-edge effect. On the other hand, active sectorisation has better SINR levels due to
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Figure 3.8: CDF plot of SINR dB conventional cellular system vs. designed system 
level simulator with shadowing and fast fading channel model.
limiting the interference (less interfering sources).
When traffic demand drops, the achievable Shannon capacity increases due to the in­
crease in access points (more micros are active). On the other hand, active sectorisation 
has a better Shannon capacity performance due to the increase in SINR levels. This 
does not reflect the QoS achieved by the algorithms, thus, the comparison of the block­
ing probability is presented.
From Fig.3.10 we observe that active sectorisation suffers from a degradation in its 
blocking probability performance which is expected. This effect is substantial in high- 
traffic periods due to the increase in traffic demand if we consider the constraint of 
having blocking probability at 0.31. If this induced constraint is reached, the system 
would revert to normal operation. This limits the operational region and limits the 
system to achieving energy savings only at low-traffic periods. Furthermore, the com­
parison with a scenario in which sectors are switched off and micros are activated is 
carried out. In this scenario, the switching-off decision is the same (when traffic drops 
below 50% of the maximum system-wide traffic). The proposed algorithm aims to 
provide better QoS whilst minimising energy consumption. Actually it outperforms
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Figure 3.9: CDF plot of SINRdB comparing different algorithms (at time step 06:00).
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Figure 3.10: Blocking probability comparison of different algorithms at lOMHz subcar­
rier bandwidth.
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Figure 3.11: Power consumption of seven sectors per area over time vs. traffic demand.
the conventional system because it has more active micros, so more access points are 
available to serve users.
In Fig. 3.11 we observe that the proposed algorithms achieve the required scaling of 
power consumption, providing large savings in low-traffic periods. But the algorithm 
also shows savings even in high-traffic demand periods. This is due to the traffic 
variations in the spatial domain and how the algorithm takes advantage of it. On the 
other hand, since the assumption is that sectors always operate in full transmission 
power {Pt = 20 Watt) its consumption is reflected as a constant value throughout the 
day for the conventional deployment approach.
3.5 Avoiding Cell-edge Effect
To counter effect the lower SINR levels we suggest finding cost-effective ways to meet 
the ever increasing demand for capacity and higher levels of QoS across the entire 
cell area while ensuring a high level of customer satisfaction. A frequency division 
cell technology that attempts to blur cell edges (limits the interference from different
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base stations) thereby increasing the received signal-to-interference ratio at cell edges is 
proposed. Two different methods of applying frequency division among different cells: 
carrier division blur cells (ODBC) and fast switching blur cells (FSBC)).
3 .5 .1  C arrier D iv is io n  B lu r  C ells  (C D B C )
The assumption is that each base station has three sectors and the cellular system 
operates in two different carriers (Cl and 02). In this scheme, one of the two carriers 
is divided into two equal chunks as shown in Fig. 3.12. Each sector would have two 
carriers to deploy, the large carrier in the inner part of the coverage area and one of the 
smaller carriers to cover that far area [129]. The opposite interfering sector of other 
base stations would have the other small carrier to limit the interference. Although 
CDBC attempts to increase the achievable SINR for a better communication link by 
limiting the interference from other base stations, the division of carriers in sectors or 
base stations limits the achievable capacity of a communication link due to the use of 
smaller link bandwidth. In this section the implementation of the suggested algorithm 
(CDBC) is conducted but on a smaller scale. Assuming that the operation is in two 
subcarriers (Cl and C2). The inner subcarrier would be transmitted with power of 
3.V1W. In this scheme, each user would receive two signals as there are two groups of 
transmission. The SINR 7 f of the mobile terminal can be expressed as:
j e i \ { i }  j e i \ { i }
By implementing this algorithm, a large amount of interference can be avoided and 
multiple SINR levels would be achieved. The same concept goes for capacity: two 
achievable capacities would be available as there are to communication links of a give 
BS and the larger would be chosen. Another suggested method is to divide the carriers 
into two equal chunks and one of the two chunks would be further divided into two 
more equal chunks. The larger bandwidth chunk would be allocated to the base station 
sectors wile the two smaller chunks would be allocated to the micros (considering this 
as algorithm 1 ).
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Figure 3.12: Carrier division blur cells (CDBC).
3 .5 .2  Fast S w itch in g  B lu r  C ells  (F S B C )
In the FSBC scheme the assumption is that all base stations are connected to a central 
control unit, which can take care of the most advanced handovers. In this scheme the 
base stations can switch off and switch on its radio systems rapidly. For example, at 
opposite interfering base station sectors, at the first time interval the first sector would 
be transmitting while the opposite sector is dormant. At the second time interval, 
the second sector would be transmitting while the opposite sector is dormant. The 
result of this operation is that each interfering sector would not see the other thereby 
limiting the interference and removing the cell-edge low SINR levels. FSBC attempts 
to achieve higher SINR levels without splitting the carriers in the base stations or 
sectors, thereby sustaining the same available link bandwidth for transmission. The 
implementation of FSBC requires sophisticated synchronisation of the system. Having 
perfect synchronisation between large amounts of base stations can be a challenging
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Figure 3.13: Fast switching blur cells (FSBC).
task.
A system-level simulation to compare the different scenarios was conducted based on 
the system-level parameter model given previously. In this section a comparison be­
tween system capacity (Shannon capacity) as well since the bandwidth is divided among 
different base stations and comparing the received power-to-noise ratio (outage) would 
not reveal the full picture is presented. Comparing the two-carrier division algorithm 
combined with the energy-efficient approach of deploying micros within the area of a 
macrocell with normal deployment. The results presented are for one sector in the 
system with Monte Carlo iterations. The comparison is with three cases of deployment 
with the conventional system: 1 ) the proposed energy-efficient algorithm with no fre­
quency division, 2 ) dividing the available bandwidth into two equal chunks where one 
would be given to all macros and the other would be further divided into two equal 
parts to be given to micros (algorithm 1). Finally, 3) algorithm 2 would be based on 
CDBC (Fig. 3.12) coupled with Milti-RAT.
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Figure 3.14: CDF plot of SINRdB comparing different algorithms (at time step 06:00).
In Fig. 3.14 we can see the comparison between the conventional cellular system and the 
proposed energy-efficient cellular systema. As can observe that algorithms 1 and 2  have 
a much better performance in terms of the received SINRdB levels. They outperform 
the normal deployment scenario and help the energy-efficient algorithm to outperform 
the conventional system in terms of SINR levels and to compensate for its shortcomings 
in low-traffic periods.
In high-traffic periods, when capacity demand is critical, the aim is to provide the 
largest total capacity of which the system is capable. On the other hand, when traffic 
is low, resulting in low-capacity demand at base stations, the outage probability may 
be more important and this is where the frequency division comes into play as there 
are fewer users so the total capacity of the base station can be sacrificed for better 
coverage and lower probability of outage. So the system can operate in these two 
modes depending on traffic level.
To better understand the impact of the algorithms the blocking probability is simu­
lated to observe the effect on QoS. In Fig. 3.17 we can observe that algorithms 1 and 
2  maintain QoS compared to the conventional system while saving a large amount of 
energy with an increased level of SINR, especially during high-traffic periods when all
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Figure 3.17: Blocking probability comparison of different algorithms at lOMHz subcar­
rier bandwidth.
sectors are active and interference management is important. Furthermore, a compari­
son with a scenario in which sectors are switched off without activating micros is carry 
out. In this scenario, the switching-off decision is the same (when traffic drops below 
50% of maximum system-wide traffic). Adding the restriction that not all sectors are 
switched off at the same time instant: at least one sector must remain active to lower 
the probability of outage. As we can observe from Fig. 3.17, switching off without 
activating micros tends to sacrifice QoS in the pursuit of reducing energy consump­
tion, as the more the system tries to save energy, the more the system performance 
deteriorates. Although the switching-off could be better implemented, the same out­
put is presented. On the other hand, the proposed algorithm aims to provide better 
QoS while minimising energy consumption. Actually it outperforms the conventional 
system because it has more active micros, so more access points are available to serve 
customers. Actually if we assume that the maximum blocking probability of the con­
ventional system is the threshold for QoS we can observe that by having these different 
algorithms as tools for the system it gives more flexibility to the system. So, at any 
time instant we can target increased throughput or increased SINR while satisfying the 
QoS. Achieving an energy-efficient system that has three dimensions in its operational
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perspective (throughput, SINR, and QoS) to best serve its needs.
Having different layers of network architecture operating harmonically without inter­
fering with each other but supporting each other proves to be beneficial in terms of 
QoS and minimising energy consumption. In the proposed algorithm the micros are 
activated dynamically in different periods while avoiding interference with the macro 
base station and providing coverage and service to the weak areas of the network. By 
working together the algorithms not only maintain performance but actually improve 
it while reducing energy consumption even in high-traffic periods by exploiting traffic 
variation in the spatial domain. There are three different operational modes in which 
the algorithm can operate (energy-efficient algorithm, algorithms 1 and 2 ) with the aim 
of providing better throughput and SINR levels. This added another layer of flexibility 
to the system to maximise the system performance parameters.
3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter an energy-efficient algorithm is proposed based on dynamic architec­
ture deployment. Archiving a way in which energy consumption can be minimised by 
deploying a form of dynamic system architecture able to respond to different traffic 
demands whilst maintaining system-wide QoS. The aim was not to have a system that 
conserves energy by compromising operational parameters, but a system that consumes 
less energy whilst maintaining both coverage and QoS. The system as designed is able 
to minimise energy consumption throughout different periods of the day, as it adjusts to 
different traffic demand levels. The algorithm demonstrates the ability to consume less 
energy during periods of high-traffic demand by capitalising on traffic diversity in the 
spatial domain. Moreover, the algorithm was able to improve system-wide QoS. By con­
ceptualising the problem as three-dimensional, with SINR, Shannon capacity and QoS. 
A methodological consistency is achieved by verifying the results with an analytical 
approach. Having different layers of network architecture operating harmonically and 
without conflict proves to be beneficial both in terms of QoS and in minimising energy 
consumption. In the proposed small-cell approach, the micros are activated dynami­
cally during different periods while avoiding interference with the macro base station
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and providing coverage and service to the weaker areas of the network. The decision 
basis on which the architecture decision was made is too simplistic and does not cap­
ture the true effect of modifying the architecture of a given network. A more complex 
yet flexible decision-making framework is needed to have the ability to compare and 
evaluate different criteria and requirements to provide more robust decision-making.
Chapter 4
Fuzzy-logic Framework for 
Energy-efficient Cellular Systems
The increasing interest for energy-aware systems has motivated researchers to inves­
tigate and develop new ideas in which energy consumption can be minimised. It is 
widely believed that using a mixed topology of macro with femto or micro could lower 
the energy consumption and increase the throughput of the network. In [34], the author 
investigated the effects of cell size on energy and system capacity and then showed the 
effectiveness of small cell-based mobile communication systems in terms of energy effi­
ciency. Moreover, traffic load varies from time to time and location to location where 
mobile networks are not designed to benefit from such variation in traffic. Therefore, a 
large amount of energy is wasted on base stations that are not active with users in low- 
traffic periods. This has sparked the idea of dynamically switching base stations off, 
thereby achieving a dynamic deployment architecture. When a base station is switched 
off, radio coverage and service quality must still be guaranteed (QoS) by neighbouring 
base stations or other means [28,119]. A common approach in reconfiguring the net­
work is in deriving necessary thresholds to be satisfied that might be in terms of service 
outage probability [30], traffic in terms of Erlangs [31], percent of the peak traffic [32], 
and minimum SINR [33] but it fails to provide a full picture on how the decision can be 
made. Although different papers have evaluated the idea of dynamically changing the 
architecture of the network with the aim of saving energy and showing its feasibility
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to be applied, they lacked in developing a framework on which the decision can be 
made. As switching a base station off affects the network performance, the decision 
of which network elements are switched off and which are not is a multiple-objective 
decision-making problem comprising different criteria and requirements, such as link 
quality, quality of service, network availability and network reliability.
As discussed above, there has been a significant amount of work showing the benefits 
of dynamic deployment; however there is a lack of work tackling the problem of how 
a dynamic deployment can be achieved without human intervention by identifying the 
specific nodes that can be switched off or on. This chapter proposes an energy-efficient 
dynamic architecture technique based on fuzzy logic. In particular, a novel scheme, 
the fuzzy-logic architecture selection and weighted-fuzzy-logic architecture selection 
(FLAS and WFLAS) is proposed. Showing how using multiple network parameters in 
architecture decisions reduces energy consumption.
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Figure 4.1: Dynamic network management concept.
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4.1 Dynam ic Network M anagement Framework
A flexible framework that covers different aspects of the network and has the ability 
to make a multiple-objective decision for energy utilization is needed. The designed 
framework should have the ability to cope with high traffic demand, and provide an 
energy-efficient operation and flexibility. Fig. 4.1 presents the dynamic network man­
agement concept. It has three main phases; network information gathering, archi­
tecture multiple-objective decision-making and architecture execution. Network infor­
mation gathering: all the information that is needed to identify the requirement of 
architecture switching is gathered and has the ability to initiate an architecture switch. 
Architecture multiple-objective decision-making: to determine whether a network ar­
chitecture change can or needs to be adopted by selecting the most suitable deployment 
architecture, based on given criteria, such as link quality and network reliability. Also 
it gives instructions to the execution phase. Architecture execution: to manage the 
change of network architecture based on considering the users affected during the net­
work architecture change.
4 .1 .1  A rch itec tu re  H an d over  M ech a n ism
From the average daily data traffic profile in Europe the decided to switch off on 
an hourly basis is taken into account. The decision is driven by the fact that the 
traffic is almost constant within a single hour. On this basis at the beginning of each 
time slot the system parameters would be inputted at the MODM (multiple objective 
decision making) unit and if the switch-off decision were taken then this would signal 
the microcells in the area to initiate for activation. At this point one of three choices is 
implemented as described in previous chapter. The assumption is that a base station 
can switch off completely as there are active micros that can serve the traffic (and vice 
versa). This would result in large savings as a base station consumes power even if the 
RF part is switched off.
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4 .1 .2  D ec is io n -m a k in g
In this section an evaluation of the popular decision-making approaches and discuss 
their suitability to be adopted for dynamic network architecture decision-making is 
presented.
D ecision  Function-based (D F)
The function-based decision approach combines different metrics in a cost function 
manner. Therefore, it is the sum of several weighted functions. The general form of a 
cost function Fn for the network n is [130,131]:
Fn = y i . (4.1)
where Lj^i is the level of the %th service provided by the jth. architecture and is the 
weight (importance) assigned to the %th service, where — 1 *
The use of cost function has been widely adopted in different handover mechanisms such 
as [132,133]. Although it has been successful for the use of handover decisions, this 
approach may not be suitable for network architecture decisions, as from the perspec­
tive of the network, different criteria changes in different periods of the day may cause 
the decision to fluctuate between two outcomes, causing instability in the overall net­
work. Therefore, function-based decision-making may be more suitable for user-centric 
decision-making problems.
M ultiple A ttribute D ecision Strategies (M A D )
The dynamic deployment architecture deals with the problem of choosing an archi­
tecture to adopt from a set of possible architectures. This is considered as a MADM 
problem (multiple attribute decision-making). It deals with choosing a decision from a 
set of alternatives that are specified by their attributes [131]. There are a number of 
different MADM methods adopted throughout the literature, such as simple additive
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weighting (SAW); the weighted sum of all the attribute values determines a given net­
work score level. Analytic hierarchy process (AHP): in this approach the problem (main 
objective) is decomposed into its constituent parts (criteria, sub-criteria, alternatives, 
...) [10].
C ontext-aw are Strategies (CA)
A context-aware approach relies on the knowledge of the context information from 
the network as well as the mobile terminals to form a decision. In this premise this 
approach evaluates the context information and track changes of the network and can 
then provide a context-aware decision on whether a network architecture change is 
required. The context-aware decision approach can be applied with an AHP method 
such as the work given in [134,135].
Fuzzy Logic (FL)
The conventional MADM methods lack the ability to make an efficient decision when 
imprecision or ambiguity is introduced to the data. Therefore, the use of fuzzy logic 
provides the ability to deal with imprecise data and also to evaluate multiple crite­
ria simultaneously to provide a robust mathematical framework for decision-making 
[131,136-138]. Therefore, the use of fuzzy logic provides the ability to deal with im­
precise data and also to evaluate multiple criteria simultaneously to provide a robust 
mathematical framework for decision-making [131,136-138]. Fuzzy logic has also been 
used in wireless sensor networks for cluster formation and energy efficiency of cluster 
formation [139]. Others have used fuzzy logic for cluster-head selection in wireless sen­
sor networks [140,141]. Moreover, it provides the ability for human experts’ qualitative 
thinking to be a part of the algorithm, which provides a higher level of efficiency [142]. 
This makes the FL approach the most suitable to adopt for dynamic network architec­
ture decision-making.
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4.2 M ultiple-objective Decision-making (M ODM )
A heterogeneous network comprising different base station types that offer different 
cell coverage is considered. To save energy, some of the network elements are switched 
off and others are switched on to compensate and ensure QoS and coverage. To 
decide which network elements are active and which are not is considered to be a 
multiple-objective decision-making problem involving different network criteria and re­
quirements: Link quality (Received Signal Strength (RSS), SINR, ...), network avail­
ability (bandwidth, coverage, ...), quality of service (throughput, delay, packet loss, 
...), network reliability (call drop probability, handover failure rate, ...) and contextual 
information of the state of the network. The conventional MADM methods lack the 
ability to make an efficient decision when imprecision or ambiguity is introduced to the 
data. As Fuzzy logic provides the ability for human experts’ qualitative thinking to be 
a part of the algorithm, which provides a higher level of efficiency [142] making it the 
most suitable to adopt for dynamic network architecture decision-making. Adopting a 
well-known fuzzy-logic approach as the basis of the algorithm. Two variations of it is 
considered, the first one is a pure fuzzy-logic approach and the second is the weighted 
fuzzy-logic approach based on the work [1 0 ].
4 .2 .1  F u zzy -lo g ic  A p p roach
As fuzzy logic provides the ability to compare, study and evaluate multiple objectives 
simultaneously to provide a robust mathematical framework for decision-making there­
fore moving from a binary decision to a MODM, making it the most suitable choice. 
Therefore, providing flexibility and ability to deal with imprecise data, and can thereby 
be used to model nonlinear functions with arbitrary complexity.
In Fig. 4.2 a block diagram of a fuzzy-logic system is presented. The algorithm has 
three different stages. In the first stage the system parameters are inputted into a 
fuzzifier, in which they are transformed from a crisp set of parameters into fuzzy sets. 
A fuzzy set comprises elements with varying degrees of membership in sets ranging 
from zero to one depending on the membership function as seen in Fig 4.3. On the 
other hand, in a crisp set a value is considered a member of a class only if it has a
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full membership in the class. Therefore, in a fuzzy set an element can be a member 
of more than one class. The membership values are generated from the mapping of 
a value (crisp value) onto a membership function. In the second stage the fuzzy sets 
are inputted into an inference engine where a set of fuzzy rules is applied. These fuzzy 
rules can be defined as a set of possible outcome scenarios involving if-then rules [143]:
Til : if is r)l and X2 is 772 and ... and Xn is 77  ^
then yi = qi{xi,X2 ,
I I2 : if x\  is 772 and X2 is 77I and ... and Xn is 77  ^
then 7/2 =  q2 {xi,X2 , ...,Xn)
(4.2)
TIn : if x\  is 77^^  an d  X2 is 77^  and  ... Xn is 77^  
th en  7/at =  q N { x i , X 2 , ..., x„)
where Hi is the fuzzy rule, x is the variables of the premise that appear also in 
the part of the consequence, x = [Ti,T2 , ...,Tn], 77^  is the antecedent fuzzy sets or the 
premise variables for the inputs, yi is the output of the fuzzy rule and qn is the 
function that implies the value of t/„ when x\ — satisfies the premis.
The third stage involves converting the fuzzy output to a crisp value in which the 
decision can be made (defuzzification). This is the transformation of a fuzzy quantity 
into a crisp (precise) quantity. There are different methods in which a fuzzy set is 
converted to a crisp set, such as the max membership principle, the centroid method, 
the weighted average method and mean max membership.
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of a fuzzy-logic system.
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Figure 4.3: Example membership functions representing low, medium, and high subsets 
group.
Through the use of a fuzzy-logic-based approach the energy consumption of the network 
is optimized while satisfying two criteria in the decision-making, the probability of 
handover and the blocking probability for simplification, although this algorithm can 
handle many different aspects of the network with the same premise. The probability of 
handover would reflect the impact of the increasing traffic and the ability to service the 
incoming traffic. On the other hand, handover blocking probability would reflect the 
ability of the system to serve the incoming traffic. At each time step the base station 
would measure the incoming traffic and evaluate the handover and blocking probability 
(other criteria can be added) for each possible architecture (micro, macro, pico, ...). 
Hence the decision is based on the current requirement of the base station and its ability 
to save power consumption. The handover and blocking probability results are divided 
into three levels, high, moderate and low, to represent the minimal required values. 
A total of nine fuzzy rules are formulated to cover all possible combinations (three 
subsets for each input). Table 5.1 summarises the rules within the inference engine. 
Three trapezoidal membership functions are used for representing all the subsets of the 
inputs and outcomes.
Three trapezoidal membership functions are used for representing all the subsets of 
the inputs and outcomes. For every input the centroid method of defuzzification is 
applied to obtain a crisp output. A trapezoidal membership function is specified by
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Table 4.1: Inference engine fuzzy rules.
Achievable 
blocking probability
Expected 
handover probability
Architecture
score
High High Low
High Moderate Moderate
High Low High
Moderate High Low
Moderate Moderate Moderate
Moderate Low High
Low High Low
Low Moderate Moderate
Low Low High
four parameters a,b,c,d [144]:
trapezoid(a; : a, b,c,d) = <
0  X < a 
f f f  a < x < b  
1 b < X < c 
aSf c < x < d  
0  X > d
(4.3)
At this point, each architecture would have an output score value (a crisp value) and 
the architecture with the highest value would be adopted.
4 .2 .2  W eig h ted  F u zzy -lo g ic  A p p roach
In this approach, the weighted fuzzy-logic is adopted. The block diagram of the sug­
gested weighted fuzzy-logic system is presented in Fig. 4.4, where the system variables 
are inputted into a fuzzifier, in which inputs are converted into fuzzy sets with vary­
ing degrees of membership values ranging from ”0” to ”1”. The membership function 
applied here contains only one subset group, which is different from the earlier sug-
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Figure 4.5: Membership function for resource block availability.
gested fuzzy-logic approach that allows having multiple subsets in a single membership 
function, for example, if a membership function of resource block availability was con­
sidered, we can have a set of membership values belonging to the low-resource block 
availability group, medium-resource block availability group and high-resource block 
availability group, where in the weighted fuzzy-logic approach we consider a single 
membership group for each membership function as seen in Fig. 4.5. These member­
ship functions would be set in a way to have larger membership values for the desired 
outcome, for example since having more resource blocks available is preferable, then the 
membership function would produce higher membership values for inputs with larger 
values of available resource blocks. The reason for this will be apparent in the coming 
sections.
Criteria weights are obtained using an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) method, where 
ratio scales are derived through paired comparisons of each criterion. This ratio scale
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is generated from the preferences of the operator. There are three main principles 
in applying AHP, comparative judgement of the elements and synthesis of the priori­
ties [1 0 ], where the problem (main objective) is decomposed into its constituent parts 
(criteria, sub-criteria, alternatives). Then, each criterion is pairwise compared with the 
others. Lastly, the weights of each criterion are obtained using the eigenvector method. 
Assuming that n decision criteria are to be evaluated,Ci, C2 , ..., then, importance 
values are assigned for each criterion through a pairwise comparison of each criterion 
with the other. Therefore, the matrix of pairwise ratios whose rows are the comparison 
of importance compared to other criteria is:
P  =
Q ,1 C '1,2 C l , 3 • • C i , n
C i . i 1 91,2 91,3 ■ 9l,n ^
C '2,1 92,1 1 92,3 • • 92,n
93,1 93,2 1 93,n
\  9n,l 9n,2 9n,3 9n,n /
(4.4)
Table 4.2: Comparing the importance of criteria [10].
Importance
value
Definition explanation
1 Equally important Both elements have the same importance 
(contribution) to the objective
3 Moderate importance One element is slightly favoured (preferable) 
from the other
5 Strong importance One element is strongly favoured (preferable) 
from the other
7 Very strong importance Experience and evidence very strongly 
favoured (preferable) from the other
9 Extremely important One element has the highest importance 
compared to the other
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where the values of g are determined by the operator through the definition given in 
Table 4.2. The final weights [w) are derived using an eigenvector method. At the final 
stage of the algorithm, the weightings are applied to each criterion for decision-making. 
If we assume that we have N  criteria and M  possible decisions to adopt a network 
architecture to be made then:
F \  — 4- rai,2^1,2 +  ... +
F2 = W2,lC2,l +  W2,2^2,2 +  ... +  W2,nC2,N
F m  =  Wm ,i C m ,1 +  Wm ,2Cm ,2 +  ... +  Wm ,n C m ,N
(4.5)
where C is the output of the fuzzifier of each criterion and w is the corresponding 
weight of it from the outcome of the AHP. At this point, if the membership functions 
were designed to give greater values for the desired outcome, the decision becomes the 
largest value of the decision function given in equation (4.5).
4.3 Decision-making Criteria
To determine which architecture to adopt, three criteria in the decision-making: the 
probability of handover, the blocking probability and power consumption for simpli­
fication are considered, although the proposed algorithms can handle many different 
aspects of the network with the same premise. The probability of handover would re­
flect the impact of the increasing traffic on the different cell sizes. On the other hand, 
the blocking probability would reflect the ability of the system to serve the incoming 
traffic.
4 .3 .1  P ro b a b ility  o f  H an d over
In this section, we aim to find the probability of a mobile terminal handing off to a new 
base station. In Fig 4.6 we consider the scenario of a mobile terminal located at point 
X  handing off from an old BS to a future BS. We assume that cells are in a hexagonal 
shape, where the borders of the base stations are defined by the threshold value of the
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RSS that would initiate the handover process. Initially, the mobile terminal would be 
served by the old BS, moving with a velocity of v, which is uniformly distributed in 
[vmm, 'Umax]. The assumption is that a mobile terminal can move in any direction with 
equal probability, hence the PDF of the mobile terminal direction of motion 9 is [7] :
Figure 4.6: The assumed handover scenario of a mobile terminal [7].
fe = 7T -7T < 9 <TTZTT (4.6)
Also the speed and direction of motion of a mobile terminal from point X  until it goes 
out of coverage remains constant; since the distance from point X  to the cell boundary 
is not great, this assumption is valid [7]. At this point the mobile terminal would 
handover when the direction of motion is between 9 6  from Fig 4.6:
(4.7)'9 = arctan I — 
,2p
where, p is the distance between point X  and the cell boundary and a is the hexagon 
side length. The time that the mobile terminal takes to move out of coverage when 
moving in the direction $  G {—9,9)  is:
t = p see# (4.8)
From [7,145] the probability of a mobile terminal handing off in a time less than r  is:
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Pho  —  ^ 1  /  p-  arccos —
V \VT
0
T  >
P < r <
V
r < P
(4.9)
As in the scenario given in Fig 4.6, a comparison between a macro with coverage of 
7^=1km and a micro with coverage of R=300m for different r  is shown in Fig 4.7 and 
4.8. As can be seen at r  =  lOsec the percentage of cell area with a probability not equal 
to zero is 11% for the macro station and 36% for the micro station which is expected 
due to the difference in coverage requirements.
lOsec
p... a t T = 40sec
p. at T = 60sec
p a t T = 80sec
at T = lousec
100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
Distance from the b ase  station in m eters
900 1000
Figure 4.7: Macro base station probability of handover with a coverage radius of R=  
1 km.
4 .3 .2  B lo ck in g  P r o b a b ility
As base stations switch on and off they change the network topology and traffic demand 
can increase on some base stations more than others. Therefore, a need to adopt an 
event-based traffic model instead of a full buffer model is needed. In order to provide a 
realistic analysis for energy efficiency, it is important to apply a realistic traffic model
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Figure 4.8: Micro base station probability of handover with a coverage radius of R= 
300m.
as the basis of testing. Thus, adopting the traffic model given in [2] which defines 
the average daily data traffic profile in Europe. The assumption is that user arrival 
process is a continuous-time Markov process with rate Xu and each user can generate 
multiple data connections, arriving according to the Poisson process with rate A^ . 
Therefore, for u users the data connection arrival rate is sX^. This traffic model is 
applied using a M MPP/M/l/D-PS queue (a single-server processor sharing queue, with 
MMPP (Markov-Modulated Poisson Process) arrival process and Markovian service 
time) [146]. The user service rate is exponentially distributed with a mean value of 
/jLu = i /F, where F is the mean value of the service time. The amount of information 
transferred in each data connection is exponentially distributed with a mean value R. 
Therefore, the data connection service time is exponentially distributed with a mean 
value gd = Th/R^ where is the throughput. The steady state probability is defined as 
w(u, d), where, u and d are the number of users and data connections respectively with 
a maximum of U users that can be admitted and a maximum of D data connections. 
The blocking probability is the probability of having a new user or a data connection 
unable to be admitted for service. The MMPP is characterised by the infinitesimal 
generator matrix Q ( [ / + i ) ( D - M ) x ( t / - H i ) ( D - f - i ) -
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Q
Q u  — A A
P'd.I Q u  — A — fldl A
where I  is the identity matrix,
and
A =
P'd
Q u  fJ'd^
Ulld
(4.10)
(4.11)
Q u
fJ'U ~ { ^ u  + f d u )  X i
fdu ~i^u~kfru) Xu 
—P'U fJ'U
(4.12)
The steady probability is defined as the stationary vector tt =  (ttq, tti, 7T2 , ..., 7r£)+i), 
where =  {'^ d,o, '^d,i,'^d,2 , , '^ d,U) and 7Td,u = w(tt, d) and satisfies the following:
7tQ =  0, 7re =  1 (4.13)
From the steady state probability the blocking probability is calculated as follows [146]:
Pb =
D u
Z) '^d,u Au +  Z  ^D,U uXd
d=0 11=0_ _  _
Z  Z  '^d,u (P'^d T Au)
u = 0  d=0
( 4 .1 4 )
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4 .3 .3  B a se  S ta t io n  T y p e s  an d  P ow er M o d e ls
The power consumption of a base station depends on the cell size (covered area), as well 
as the degree of coverage required. Conventional macrocells are designed to provide a 
large area of coverage, thereby featuring large power consumption figures. On the other 
hand, microcells cover a much smaller area and feature much lower power consumption 
figures. The relation between the average power consumption and the average radiated 
power per site [2,9,121]:
Pin =  I^t Po +  A p P o u t , 0  < Pout <  Pmax (4.15)
where Pq is the power consumption at the minimum non-zero output power. Pout is 
the RF output power, Ap is the slope of the load-dependent power consumption and 
N t  is the number of transceiver chains. The parameters of the linear power model for 
the considered BS types are listed in Table 3.2. Summing up the power consumption 
figures of all elements in a network would then yield the total power consumption of 
the network. The total power consumption is then scaled by the network area:
f  =  (4.16)
i e i
where the individual power figures Pin for the %th base station correspond to power 
consumption of each individual base station type.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Models and assumptions are basically aligned with 3GPP simulation case 1 [125]. An 
OFDMA system employing a frequency reuse of one; that is, the same time and fre­
quency resources are allocated for transmission in each cell is considered. The traffic 
model given in [2] is adopt, which defines the average daily data traffic profile in Eu­
rope. On the other hand; each base station would have its own traffic to handle; that 
is, when all traffic over the network is averaged it would give the average traffic pattern. 
Therefore, the simulation is extend to cover a single base station traffic signature as
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given in Fig. 4.9. In general the self-organizing networks operate over a long periods 
of time, therefore fast variations in the propagation channel can be neglected. Hence 
the fast fading component is neglected from simulations in this chapter. As shadowing 
is averaged over space and fast fading has the effect of being average over time, as the 
optimization considered in this chapter is a long term optimization their effects are 
neglected. Thereby, focusing on the distant depending path loss effect. The link gain 
between the base station and a mobile is defined as the product of path loss effects 
assumption given in Table 4.3 in lines with [122].
Table 4.3: Table of assumptions.
Explanation Value
Base station ICD P  =  1 km
Macro base station Pq 130.0 W
Macro base station Ap 4 . 7
Macro base station Pmax 20.0 W
Macro base station 6 . 0
Micro base station P q 56.0 W
Micro base station Ap 2 . 6
Micro base station Pmax 6.3 W
Micro base station N t 3
Channel bandwidths 10 MHz
Maximum users that can be admitted U 2 0
Maximum data connections per user D 1 0
User data connections arriving rate A j 5 connection/sec
User service time mean value Th 0 . 1  sec
Information transferred mean value R 2 Mbits
Both approaches are designed to perform the same under average traffic load. Moreover, 
the weighted fuzzy-logic system can perform exactly the same as the pure fuzzy-logic 
system by tuning the preferences in the AHP weights generator, making them both fea-
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Figure 4.9: Traffic load models considered [2].
sible to be adopted for future systems. As fuzzy-logic systems provide large flexibility, 
the minimum accepted probability of blocking and probability of handover can be tuned 
to best satisfy the operator and the users. As the traffic decreases the algorithms tend 
to switch off more macrocells and activate the micros in the targeted area. This results 
in the desired scaling of power consumption, providing large savings in low-traffic peri­
ods, as when microcells are active (a total of five micros were used to ensure coverage) 
they consume a maximum total of 0.2471 kw/km^ and a minimum of 0.2155 kw/km^ 
varying with traffic load and the number of micros used and for four micros the power 
consumption ranges between 0.1977 and 0.1724 kw/km^. On the other hand, macros 
consume a maximum total of 0.3364 kw/km^ and a minimum of 0.3002 kw/km^. On 
the other hand, both probability of handover and blocking probability remain within 
the thresholds defined in the fuzzy-logic system. For metropolitan areas where the ISD 
is small, thereby requiring a lower number of micro- and/or femtocells and higher traffic 
demand, the adaptive energy-efficient dynamic deployment architecture provides great 
advantages in implementation.
To better understand how both systems (fuzzy-logic and weighted fuzzy-logic) behave
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Figure 4.10: Micro behaviour under traffic load.
under different traffic observations, each base station would have a different traffic sig­
nature pattern. In Fig. 4.10, a snapshot of the behavior of the micros during a period 
of 24 hours can be observed; if the indicator is 1 then micros are active; otherwise 
they are inactive. Two types of randomisation are imposed on the average traffic load 
to simulate the behaviour of different traffic signatures. The first random traffic is 
uniformly distributed among the different base stations with a range of zero to double 
the traffic profile at each time step, reflecting high fluctuation levels in the traffic load. 
The second type would reflect a smaller fluctuation ranging between 0.5Tjr, and l.STx,, 
where 7%, is the average traffic load at each time step. Monte carlo iterations of a time 
span of 24 hours is conducted in Fig. 4.11. As can be seen, both approaches have 
similar behaviour, and this makes both of them feasible for future cellular systems. A 
large number of fluctuations between the state of on and off due to traffic behaviour 
can cause extra power consumption, loss of service, increased signalling and in the long 
term can lead to hardware failure. In Fig. 4.12 and 4.13 a sample of the performance 
comparison between the fuzzy-logic and weighted fuzzy-logic systems is presented. Al­
though they are fluctuations in the performance, they are still within the boundaries 
of the acceptable values defined in the algorithm.
A dynamic heterogeneous network comprising different base station types that offer
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Figure 4.11: Fuzzy vs. weighted-fuzzy approach.
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Figure 4.12: Blocking probability comparison between the fuzzy-logic and weighted 
fuzzy-logic systems.
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Figure 4.13: Handover probability comparison between the fuzzy-logic and weighted 
fuzzy-logic systems.
different performance levels is provided. To save energy some of the network elements 
are switched off and others are switched on. To decide which network elements are ac­
tive and which are not is considered to be a multiple-objective decision-making problem 
(MODM) involving different network criteria and requirements. Three main objectives 
that are aimed to be satisfy: minimising energy consumption, handover and blocking 
probability is considered. Although traffic load pre km^ varies during the day, both 
suggested MODM approaches provide high stability in terms of number of switches 
per day and remaining within the predefined threshold level of system parameters that 
has been stated in this chapter (handover probability, blocking probability and energy 
consumption). On one hand, the pure fuzzy approach provides the ability of having hu­
man experts qualitative thinking incorporated within the algorithm, which can provide 
a higher level of operational efficiency and in special cases, this can be done using the 
inference engine rules defined by the operator. On the other hand, the weighted fuzzy
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approach provides a more flexible method for MODM problems and provides the same 
high level of stability whilst minimising energy consumption in terms of performance 
as seen above. Also the weighted fuzzy approach provides an easier and more flexi­
ble way of comparing the objectives to their importance thereby providing the ability 
to easily study and tune the trade-off between the objectives. This can be done by 
comparing the performance of the algorithm for given decision criteria and weights. 
This can be seen in Fig. 4.13, where the algorithm preferences inputted to the AHP 
weight generator favoured minimising handover probability and no other changes were 
made to the algorithm. This higher flexibility level of weighted fuzzy approach gives 
it an advantage especially for systems with a large number of objectives and criteria 
as by simply tuning the preferences of the AHP the algorithm performance can easily 
be tuned. On the other hand, the design of the fuzzy-approach algorithm increases in 
difficulty as the number of objectives and criteria increases.
4.5 Summary and Conclusion
Since traffic load is not constant during the period of a day and mobile systems are 
designed to serve peak traflSc demand to ensure service quality, they are over provisioned 
when traffic is not at its peak. Therefore, designing a system that can dynamically 
change its architecture to better operate in different traffic periods, thereby providing 
energy savings for a needy world where energy has become an expensive commodity. 
In this chapter the problem of deciding which architecture to adopt for a given traffic 
demand and minimum acceptable system parameters is tackled. The system as designed 
is able to minimize energy consumption throughout different periods of the day, as 
it adjusts to different traffic demand levels. The fuzzy-logic algorithm prevents the 
system from lowering system performance, but chooses the best outcome while avoiding 
continuous switching from an on state to an off state or vice versa, which can affect the 
system performance substantially. The proposed algorithm has the advantage of being 
scalable to accept other variables as decision criteria, thereby providing more accurate 
decision-making. Also, the algorithm can be tuned to be more relaxed in terms of the 
criteria to provide either more flexibility in allowing more energy saving or being more
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strict in terms of the minimal accepted system performance. On one hand, adopting the 
fuzzy-logic approach provides the ability to have human experts’ qualitative thinking to 
be encoded as an algorithm within the inference engine, which provides more efficiency. 
On the other hand, the weighted fuzzy-logic approach provides the use of an analytical 
hierarchy process to generate weights for different criteria and it provides large flexibility 
by providing the ability of comparing the objectives to their importance and to easily 
study and tune the trade-off between the objectives with a lower complexity as the 
need of an inference engine is removed. Finally, both approaches (algorithms) have 
provided large energy savings in low-traffic periods and can provide energy savings 
in high traffic due to traffic diversity in the spatial domain. For solutions tackling 
the energy efficiency of cellular systems, it is more important that they focus not on 
optimizing current systems but aim to provide a pathway for future cellular systems 
to have an energy-efficient operation. To obtain this, firstly, the challenges that are 
expected to impact future cellular systems need to be identified. Secondly, providing 
solutions for these challenges which incorporates an energy-efficient approach in its 
core design is necessary. Through this, the ability to achieve higher performance in 
conjunction with an energy-efficient operation can be achieved.
Chapter 5
Self-organizing Cloud cells: A Resource 
Efficient Network Densification Strategy
The average smartphone usage rate has nearly tripled in 2011 alone and the overall 
amount of mobile data traffic demand grew by 2.3 times [17] in the same period. 
Furthermore, the amount of mobile data traffic is expected to increase dramatically in 
the coming years; recent forecasts are expecting the data traffic to increase by more 
than 500 times in the next ten years [18,19]. If the current traffic demand growth 
rate is maintained, current cellular system capacity will not be able to cope with it. 
Therefore future cellular systems have to be designed to contain the expected traffic 
growth. The increase of traffic demand leads to the need for further densification of 
the network, especially in areas where traffic demand is the highest (hotspot areas). 
Although further densification provides means to over come this increase of traffic, it 
proposes several challenges that need to be addressed, such as increased signalling level 
due to the increased handover events and dramatic increase in the power consumption.
While traffic varies from time to time such as the typical night-day behaviour of users 
and their daily swarming to offices and back to residential areas, the power consump­
tion of the radio access network does not effectively scale with it, as is seen in Fig. 1.3. 
In mobile networks, 10% of the overall power consumption corresponds to the cellular 
user whereas 90% is incurred by the operator mobile network [1]. The mobile net-
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Figure 5.1: Continuous densification of the network.
work access part consumes a huge amount of energy in the base station operation. As, 
network densification is envisioned as a key source to accommodate the gigantic capac­
ities expected from future cellular networks, the high energy consumption and mobility 
related overheads are emerging as even bigger challenges.
As a back drop of these challenges, in this chapter a novel network densification strategy 
that exploits the notion of demand based cloud cell coverage to minimise the energy 
consumption as well as the handover related overheads, while maintaining QoS thresh­
olds e.g. in terms of blocking probabilities is presented. The proposed solution has the 
ability to self organize the network deployment in order to gain the potential resource 
efficiency that can be harnessed from the spatio temporal dynamics of user traffic, that 
are inherent to any cellular system.
Mainly there are two approaches to achieve an energy-efficient deployment for the radio 
access parts of a cellular system, heterogeneous deployment and a network management 
approach for their relevance to this work. The heterogeneous deployment aims to 
offload traffic from the macrocell to small cells deployed in the area of the overlay 
network. On the other hand the network management approach adopts a self-organizing 
methodology to manipulate the active node deployment by switching on/off the nodes, 
with the aim of saving energy. To the best of our knowledge, most of the heterogeneous 
deployment based approaches as well as network management based approaches in the 
literature generally consider the energy efficiency problem by optimizing the system 
in its high or low demand regions and neglecting the other, both in time and space. 
These approaches also compromise on QoS in some aspects. On the other hand, our
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proposed deployment framework provides a generic self-organizing solution that can 
optimise radio as well as energy wise resource efficiency in future cellular systems both 
in high and low demand regions, without compromising on the criteria. In the next 
section the core idea behind the proposed framework is described.
5.1 Cloud Coverage: An alternative to Classic Static D en­
sification Approach
In 3GPP LTE Release 10, network densification by deploying small cells, has been an 
important subject to cover areas with high traffic growth. More recently, LTE Release 
12 has also embarked on solutions containing small cell enhancements. To achieve an 
optimal performance level and provide a cost- and energy-efficient operation, small cells 
require further enhancements and may be required to complement and have the ability 
to communicate with existing macrocells’ stations. However, network densification by 
the means of deploying small cells proves to be a challenge, as small-cell deployment 
creates and increases inter- and intra-cell handover that can affect connectivity, espe­
cially in existing high-mobility areas of the network [147]. Furthermore, network-wide 
deployment of small cells is difficult to operate and requires careful cell planning [19]. 
Therefore, solutions consisting of small cell deployment must overcome these challenges.
For a given area to be covered, each cell size deployment provides a certain trade off. 
When comparing large-cell (i.e. macrocells) and small-cell (i.e. micro, pico, femto and 
even WiFi nodes) deployment topologies, macrocells outperform smaller cells in terms 
of handover probability, which is expected since each smaller cell covers a fraction of the 
area, therefore, more handovers are expected and thus, increased signalling is expected. 
On the other hand, from the point of view of blocking probability, small cells outperform 
macro cell deployment which is one of the benefits of small cell deployment [148]. In 
terms of power consumption, as the area of coverage increases, small cell deployment 
power consumption increases and surpasses the power consumption of macrocells for 
large coverage areas as the number of small cells increase to cover the area [149].
As each deployment topology has its weaknesses and advantages, considering which
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to deploy becomes a matter of perspective. For example, in a situation of low traffic 
demand and sparse user distribution, the deployment of a large cell is more efficient in 
terms of minimising handover and maximizing operational/ energy efficiency. On the 
other hand, in a situation of high traffic demand and/or dense user distribution, the 
availability of small cells is more beneficial due to the increase in the achievable capacity 
levels. Since traffic distributions and user demographics are far from being fixed in space 
or time, not even for duration of a day, none of the two deployment solutions discussed 
above may be optimal. To this end, in this chapter, a deployment strategy that is a 
hybrid of both is proposed. However, to overcome the drawback of traditional hybrid 
deployment i.e. increased power consumption and mobility management overheads, by 
exploiting the notion of cloud small cells to compliment the macro cells as compared 
to conventional small cells is proposed. Cloud small cells are smart small cells that 
underlay in the coverage area of the macro cell with high node density as shown in 
Fig.5.2. However, instead of being always on, these cells cooperate with their parent 
macro cell to become available on demand i.e. the coverage provided by these small 
cells can effectively follow the user and hence the name cloud cells and the term cloud 
coverage. The operation of the cloud cells can be controlled via the main macro station. 
The ability to have cooperative mechanisms between macro cells and small cells is 
already being envisioned in the 3GPP release 12. Thus, when user equipments (UEs) 
are in the coverage of the macro cell, the macro BS can evaluate the current situation in 
terms of traffic demand, current system performance level, target system performance 
level, criticality of user, energy tariffs at the time of day and many other similar factors 
to decide whether the activation of the respective cloud cells is needed or not. For 
example, if a certain part of the macro cell contains a large number of UEs and the 
rest of the cell area has a low number of users with low traffic demand requests, the 
macro cell can offioad the users in congested area by activating the respective cloud 
cells and handle the rest of the users on its own. This will consume less energy and will 
incur less handovers compared to a scenario where the total area is covered by always 
on small cells. On the other side, it will create more capacity compared to a scenario 
where the total area is covered only by macro cells.
In other words, our proposed dynamic approach enables the network topology to change
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based on current demand levels and performance expectations. Once new or different 
requirements arise the proposed hybrid deployment topology can adapt with it. From 
the point of view of scalability, since cloud-cell coverage does not have to be continuous, 
initial deployment of cloud cells can be in the most affected parts of the network, to 
gradually add capacity. Further deployment can be based on capacity requirements by 
increasing the number of cloud cells in a given area. In the next section the optimization 
framework required to enable our cloud cell based deployment architecture is presented.
?
Figure 5.2: Deployment of cloud cells.
5.2 Dynamic Network Optimization Framework
Chapter 4 described a long-term dynamic network architecture selection based on 
weighted fuzzy logic. In this chapter the focus is on a short-term SON approach [150], 
i.e. the density of active cloud cells can change in a time scale of seconds to days 
in response to the cellular eco-system dynamics such as mobility, temporary hotspots, 
or shadowing etc. The framework maximizes the overall performance of the system 
while considering the needs of individual users in the macro base station coverage. The 
framework is based on self-organization to exploit the benefits of small cell deployment 
whilst not losing the benefits provided by macro station-based deployment, by dynam­
ically adapting node density with user associations. It aims to maximise performance 
levels in terms of the desired key performance indicators (KPIs). As there are several 
performance indicators to measure a cellular system performance, the framework does
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not adopt a simple maximum or minimise the problem but is modelled as a generic 
multiple-objective problem involving several criteria such that other criteria can be 
included to tailor the optimization objective according to the operator’s specific pol­
icy requirements. However, in the scope of this chapter, the focus of the performance 
evaluation study on the main KPIs namely achievable capacity, blocking probability, 
handover probability and energy consumption.
Each base station (i.e. macro station) is responsible for forming a decision on which of 
the cloud nodes are active and if its services to users are required or not. On the other 
hand, cloud nodes are responsible for serving the users in their small coverage area if 
they are activated. Therefore, from the perspective of cloud nodes it is considered to 
be a centralised approach. On the other hand, from the perspective of the network as 
a whole, it is a decentralised approach as the decision is carried out on a cell basis. 
The centralised approach benefits from an overall picture of the cell status and thus 
the macro station can manage the performance level with the knowledge of the impact 
of activating each node would have. On the other hand, the decentralisation in terms 
of the network benefits, the network in terms of the simplicity it provides and its 
suitability for cellular deployments in a wide scenario. The most attractive feature of 
the proposed cloud cell approach is its self-organization capability, regardless of the 
functional architecture framework (centralised or decentralised).
Figure 5.3 illustrates the main self-organization concepts included in the proposed cloud 
coverage approach. The Observation and analysis stages are used to detect if the 
current deployment is insufficient and then automatically triger issues a request to 
find an alternative deployment approach. Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are used 
to monitor the current status of the network and to form appropriate decisions to be 
made. KPIs can be average blocking probability, power consumption, etc. Based on 
the KPIs, the algorithm is executed in order to make a decision for a new cloud node 
activation. Finally, the execution stage is responsible for enforcing the new architecture 
to be deployed.
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Figure 5.3: Self-organization cloud coverage for future cellular systems.
5.3 Dynamic Cloud Coverage Execution (DCE)
The Dynamic Cloud Executioner (DCE) is located at each main base station (i.e. at 
each macrocell). The DCE objectives are as follows: (z) collect the necessary metrics 
to determine the status of the KPIs, (m) provide a decision and enforce it.
In cloud coverage there is not a single radio access unit for a given user terminal but 
several options are given in which the network would conduct its decision. Thereby, 
the coverage of a cell is considered to be cloud coverage as the coverage provided by 
these small cells can effectively follow the user and hence the name cloud cell and 
the term cloud coverage. On the other hand, cloud radio access networks (C-RAN) 
proposes migrating the baseband units (BBUs) to the cloud for centralized processing, 
thereby separating it from the radio access units (RAUs) [151-153]. This approach 
provides several advantages as compared to the conventional RANs, as C-RAN allows 
for the ability of centralizing the operation of BBUs and scalability it terms of the 
deployment of small cells as remote radio head (RRH). This migration of processing 
from the base station to a separated unit would provide several benefits for the proposed 
cloud coverage, as the cloud cell is required to generate a decision on which of the small 
nodes are active and which are not. This decision can be formulated at a separated 
unit as in C-RAN. Similarly to C-RAN the base station of the parent RAU collects the 
necessary metrics to determine the status of the KPIs and would issue a request for a
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decision to be formulated. Thereby, separating the functionality of the DCE to take 
part at a cloud-processing unit. Also, having this centralized processing unit provide 
an advantage it terms of flexibility of further deployment of cloud cells.
5 .3 .1  D ec is io n -m a k in g  for S elf-org a n iz in g  C lou d  C overage
As in Chapter 4, the weighted fuzzy-logic approach for the multiple objective decision­
making (MODM) where the KPIs are used to generate a decision on which cloud cell 
should be activated is adopted. Fuzzy-logic provides the ability to deal with imprecise 
data and also to evaluate multiple criteria simultaneously to provide a robust mathe­
matical framework for decision-making. Building on this feature of fuzzy logic, in the 
decision making framework each user is considered individually and obtain a decision 
that benefits the users based on their geographic distribution and requirement.
The block diagram of the proposed weighted fuzzy-logic system is presented in Fig. 5.4, 
where the system KPIs are first normalised based on the desired achievable performance 
of each KPI, for example, if the aim is to maximum acceptable blocking probability to 
be ”0.001” then the blocking probability KPI would be scaled from ”0” to ”1” based on 
the threshold of ”0.001”. Then the fuzzifier would convert the crisp KPIs to fuzzy sets. 
The membership functions would be set in a way to have larger membership values for 
the desired outcome.
Assuming that N  KPIs are to be evaluated, each KPI is input to the fuzzifier gener­
ating a fuzzy sets Ci, C2 , ...,Cn - Importance values are assigned for each KPI using 
an analytic hierarchy process (AHP). The final weights w are derived using an eigen­
vector method. The weightings are then applied to each KPI for decision-making. The 
summation of each fuzzy KPI multiplied with its’ correspondent weight provides a pref­
erence value T  for the given architecture to be adopted. If we assume that we have AT 
KPIs and M  possible decisions to adopt a network architecture to be made, then:
N
=  (5.1)
i=l
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Figure 5.4: Block diagram of weighted fuzzy logic for cloud coverage
such that:
0 1 + 0 ,2 (7 2 +  ... +w{^(7^ 
.F(2 ) =  (72 +  ... +  (7^
( 5 . 2 )
E ( M )  — C j^  +  (7 ^  +  ••• +  Cj ^
where (7^ is the output of the fuzzifier of each KPI and is the corresponding 
weight from the outcome of the AHP (analytic hierarchy process). At this point if the 
membership functions were designed to give greater values for the desired outcome, the 
decision becomes the largest value of the decision function given in equation 5.2. As the 
algorithm operates in the short term, several challenges arise. The decision on which 
architecture to be adopted depends on several criteria (KPIs) therefore, the aim is to 
minimise the effects of maximising a given KPIs negative impact on the other KPIs that 
might occur, as maximising throughput can cause an increase in handover occurrence. 
As cloud nodes are activated and deactivated dynamically they impose several types of 
handover that should be considered, i.e. In tra^ -^ , Intrac_g, Interg_c, I n t e r a n d  
I n t e r h a n d o v e r .
Therefore, if we have J  number of small cells (cloud nodes) deployed in the area of a
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macro station where each cell has one of two possibilities: for macro cells it’s either 
active (i.e. has active transmission), denoted by ” 1 ” or in sleep mode, denoted by ”0 ” . 
On the other hand, the small cells (cloud nodes) are active denoted by ” 1” or in available 
mode, denoted by ”0 ” since when the small cells are not required to provide service 
only awaiting activation by the macro cell in its domain (i.e. in a mode consuming less 
energy since only signalling is required). Therefore, the solution space is as the use 
of the overlay macrocell to serve the traffic is considered, such that Fj}
where I  G {0,1}.
5 .3 .2  M etr ic  C o lle c tio n  an d  K P Is  E stim a tio n
The DCE collects the necessary metrics to determine the status of each KPI to be 
able to generate a decision. The required information can be retrieved via an uplink 
control channel in which users transmit their normal measurement report messages. In 
this chapter the three main KPIs considered are: probability of blocking: indicating 
users’ satisfaction, handover probability: indicating connectivity and mobility; power 
consumption: indicating the level of consumed power per cell area.
B locking Probability
The DCE determines the blocking probability of the cell through the channel quality 
indicator (CQI) of each single user which represents the SINK:
=  Prx.{u,i) ^  P^-^{i)PLiSiFi  ( 5 , 3 )
E  a x (« , i )  +  « 0  ’Y^(Pi^(i)PLjSjFj) +  no
where 7  ^ represents the SINR of the user, index i denotes the serving cell with j  
representing the interfering cells. P{i) represents the transmitted signal power including 
transmitter and receiver antenna gains, Su,i and Fu^ i denotes shadowing (large-scale 
fading) and fast frequency selective fading respectively. PL  denotes the inverse of the 
path loss. Lastly, no represents the total thermal noise.
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Table 5.1: Adaptive modulation and coding [1 1 ].
SINR threshold Modulation Coding Rate Achievable spectral
(dB) m (bits/s/Hz) r efficiency
(bits/s/Hz)
< 0.9 - - 0
> 0.9 2 (QPSK) 1/3 0 . 6 6
> 2 . 1 2 (QPSK) 1 / 2 1
> 3.8 2 (QPSK) 2/3 1.33
> 7.7 4 (16QAM) 1 / 2 2
> 9.8 4 (16QAM) 2/3 2 . 6 6
> 1 2 . 6 4 (16QAM) 5/6 3.33
> 15 6  (64QAM) 2/3 4
> 18.2 6  (64QAM) 5/6 5
From the SINR the transmission bit rate can be obtained using the adaptive modulation 
and coding (AMC) scheme. Several approaches to performing the mapping are available 
throughout the literature. Goldsmith and Chua [154] provide an analytic formula for 
a target bit error rate (BER) and for a Rayleigh fading channel:
& = hi{5B E R )) (5.4)
where denotes the spectral efficiency in bits/s/Hz of the nth user, BER < (l/5)exp(- 
1.5) % 4.46% and ju  < 30 dB.
Moreover, Schoenen, Halfmann, and Walke [11] proposed a table-based alternative 
which is along the lines of 3GPP LTE systems:
From the achievable spectral efficiency we are able to calculate the throughput of a 
user as follows:
thu{t) =  (5.5)
where denotes the cell bandwidth, denotes the estimated channel spectral 
efficiency and Ui is the total number of users in the cell that the user terminal is
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connected with.
To obtain each user blocking probability an M MPP/M /l/D-PS queue (a single-server 
processor sharing queue, with MMPP arrival process, Markovian service time) traffic 
model is adopted. User service rate is exponentially distributed with a mean value of 
/in =  1 /F , where F is the mean value of the service time. The amount of information 
transferred in each data connection is exponentially distributed with mean value R. 
Therefore, the data connection service time is exponentially distributed with mean 
value fid = thu/R , where thu is the user throughput. The steady state probability 
is defined as w(u,d), where u and d are the number of users and data connections 
respectively with a maximum of U users that can be admitted and a maximum of D 
data connections. The blocking probability is the probability of having a new user or 
a data connection unable to be admitted for service. The MMPP is characterised by 
the infinitesimal generator matrix Q([/+i)(jO+i)x(t/+i)(D+i):
The steady probability is defined as the stationary vector tt =  (ttq, tti, 7T2 , tt^j+i), 
where "•i'^d,U) and 7Td,u =  w{u,d) and satisfies the following:
7tQ =  0, 7re =  1 (5.6)
From the steady state probability the blocking probability can be calculated as follows 
[146]:
D U
Z) '^d,u +  Z  ^D,U u\d
P» = M r - 5 ------- — ------------  (5.7)
Z Z '^d,u i'^^d “h ^u)
u= 0  d= 0
where Q is the infinitesimal generator matrix.
H andover Probability
As cloud nodes are activated and deactivated dynamically they impose several types of 
handover that should be considered:
• Intra^-jB handover: represents a user terminal handing over from a base station 
to a neighbouring base station.
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• Intrac-B  handover; represents a user terminal handing over from a cloud cell to 
a neighbouring base station.
• Interg_c handover: represents a user terminal handing over from base station to 
a cloud cell area.
• Interc-B handover: represents a user terminal handing over from a cloud cell to 
the main base station.
• In te rc -c  handover: represents a user terminal handing over from a cloud cell to 
another cloud cell.
The scenario of a mobile terminal located at point X  handing off from an old BS to a 
future BS is considered. The assumption is that cells are in a hexagonal shape, where 
the borders of the base stations are defined by the threshold value of the RSS that 
would initiate the handover process. Initially, the mobile terminal would be served 
by the old BS and is moving with a velocity of v, which is uniformly distributed in 
[vmin',Vmax\- Assuming that a mobile terminal can move in any direction with equal 
probability. Also that the speed and direction of motion of a mobile terminal from point 
X  until it goes out of coverage remains constant, since the distance from point X  to 
the cell boundary is not great. At this point the mobile terminal would handover when 
the direction of motion is between 9 G The probability of a mobile terminal
handing off in a time less than r  is:
Pho  —  ^ 1  /  p  \  p— arccos — -  < r  <
\V T /
Vt + T  (5-8)
d v t J V V
p
V
The estimation of Intra^-B , in ter^-c  and in trac -s  handover proceeds in a similar 
fashion as in Chapter 4.
On the other hand In te r^ -s  and Interg_c handover proposes a challenge to be esti­
mated. To solve this, in terms of estimating the Interb - c where the user is expected to
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Figure 5.5: The use of phantom cell to estimate the handover probability.
hand over from a cloud node to the macrocell, considering the user to be located at a 
phantom cell in its’ location and therefore able to estimate the handover probability of 
the user to the neighbouring cloud cell. On the other hand, to estimate the Inter 
the user is handing over to a phantom cell located at the closest side of the cloud node 
to the user, thus, able to estimate the handover probability. The phantom cell would 
serve as a means to estimate the inter handover probabilities as shown in Fig5.5. At this 
point averaging the overall handover probability would yield the estimated handover 
probability of a user terminal.
Therefore, if a user is allocated to a cloud node:
P//C =  mean (Interc-c, In trac -s , In terc-g) (5.9)
w here I n t r a c - g  =  I n t r a c -p/^antom- On th e  o th er hand , if th e  user is a lloca ted  to  th e  
m acro s ta tio n
P hb  = m ean ( I n te r ^ - c ,  In tra g _ g )  (5.10)
where In trag_c) — Intrap/jyjj^tom—C*
Pow er C onsum ption
In this section we define a base station power consumption estimation. Fig. 5.6 presents 
the power consumption breakdown for different types of base stations at maximum load.
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Figure 5.6: Breakdown of the power consumption for different base station types [6 ].
As can be seen, in macro base stations the dominant power consumption occurs at the 
PA, whilst micro base stations present a more balanced breakdown. On the other hand 
with smaller base stations i.e. pico and femto, the baseband section dominates the 
overall power consumption.
The power consumption of a base station is not constant but varies depending on the 
actual real-time traffic load. The main component power consumption that scales with 
traffic is the PA DC power consumption. This is due to the fact that in an idle mode 
the number of loaded subcarriers transmitted is reduced and thus the power is less 
and/or some subframes are free of data due to the reduced traffic load [6 ]. Moreover 
the baseband processor power consumption scales with traffic due to the fact that when 
there are fewer users there are fewer subcarriers to be processed. On the other hand, 
power consumption scaling in small base stations is less significant, as the PA accounts 
for 30% or less of the total power consumption.
The relation between the output power Pmax and the base station power consumption 
Pc is nearly linear and the base station power model can be approximated as follows
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Figure 5.7: Macro base station traffic load vs power consumption [8 ],
[121]:
Pr =
N t Po +  A p P o u t  0  <  Pout <  Pmax 
A ^T-Fsleep -Pout — 0
(5.11)
where Pq is the power consumption at the minimum non-zero output power, Pout is the 
RF output power, Ap is the slope of the load-dependent power consumption and A^trx 
is the number of transceiver chains. The parameters of the linear power model for the 
considered BS types are listed in Table 3.2. As the macro stations are most affected 
by the traffic load variation, it is important to represent this variation in the results. 
Therefore, a system level simulation was conducted to derive the relation between the 
traffic load and power consumption as shown in Fig. 5.7. A dense urban area in 
which the maximum traffic load at peak hours was assumed to be 30Mbs/km^. From 
Fig. 5.7 we are able to estimate the power consumption of a macrocell based on the 
instantaneous traffic load, as for a given traffic load the macrocell would require a given 
power consumption.
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5.4 Evaluation and Discussion
System-level simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
solution. The aim is to obtain performance improvement figures in terms of the achiev­
able blocking probability and power consumption as well as to assess the impact on 
mobility in terms of handover probability. The performance indicators used: (i) average 
user blocking probability, (ii) average user handover probability (i.e. the probability of 
a user handing over, which reflects the possible mobility events occurring in a cell) and 
(iii) overall power consumption per cell. In order to model cloud cell based deployment 
architecture as proposed in this chapter, seven micro cells are placed inside the area 
of a macrocell to simulate a dense deployment. A comparison of the proposed cloud 
cell based deployment with conventional macrocell deployment as well as with only 
microcell based dense deployment is conducted.
5 .4 .1  S im u la tio n  M o d e ls  an d  A ssu m p tio n s
Models and assumptions are aligned with 3GPP simulation case 1 [125]. Three-sector 
macrocells is simulated with wraparound with inter-site distance of 600m. The link 
gain between the base station and a mobile is defined as the product of path loss, 
shadowing, and fast fading effects assumption given in Table 5.2 in lines with [122]. A 
series of snapshot simulations are performed. In each simulation run, user terminals 
are randomly positioned within the coverage area. The radio link between a user 
terminal and macro cell or cloud node is calculated based on the path-loss model. A 
log-normal shadow fading with a zero-mean and standard deviation of 6 dB is assumed. 
The traffic model and mobility model parameters are presented in Table 5.2 where a 
typical urban model is given. A dense urban area in which the maximum traffic load 
at peak hours was assumed to be 30Mbs/km^ in line with the average daily data traffic 
profile of Europe as given in [2] is considered, resulting in a maximum of 30 users to 
accommodate the traffic. Three scenarios of cloud cells were studied with three different 
preference values, generating different weights. The achievable spectral efficiency of a 
radio link was calculated using a table-based adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) 
along the lines of 3 GPP LTE system scheme [11].
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Table 5.2: Main simulation parameters.
Parameters Values
Base station ISD ISD =  600 m
Shadow Fading Log-normal, 6  dB standard deviation
Path loss PL= 131.1 -h 41.8 log(d) (dB) 
d =  distance in km
Cell structure Hexagonal grid of 3-sector sites
Micro base station Po =  56.0 W
Micro base station Ap = 2 . 6
Micro base station Pmax =  6.3 W
Micro base station = 3
Channel bandwidths 10 MHz
Maximum users that can be admitted U = 20
Maximum data connections per user D = 10
User data connections arriving rate Xd = 12 connection/sec
User service time mean value Tfi = 0.1017 sec
Information transferred mean value R  = 2 Mbits
Maximum cell load in medium dense urban 30 Mbits/km^
Blocking probability weight at scenario % ^(F6,x) =  0.35
Handover probability weight at scenario % ^{Ph,x) — 0.43
Power consumption weight at scenario % ^Pc,x) = 0 . 2 2
Blocking probability weight at scenario (3 ^{Pb,p) = 0 . 2
Handover probability weight at scenario (3 ^{Ph,p) = 0 . 6
Power consumption weight at scenario (3 {^Pc,(3) — 0 . 2
Blocking probability weight at scenario ^ < {^Pb,o = 0 . 6
Handover probability weight at scenario Ç, ^{Ph,0 = 0 . 2
Power consumption weight at scenario C ^(Pc,c) =  0 . 2
Measurement internal T 15 sec
User terminal maximum speed '^ max 1.4 m/S
User terminal location X  random distribution in macrocell area
5 .4 .2  B lo ck in g  an d  H an d over  P r o b a b ility  P er fo rm a n ce
In this section, first a comparison between the blocking and handover performance of 
the proposed solution with the two alternative deployment approaches i.e. macro and
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micro based deployments is shown. The inter site distance (ISD) of the macrocell de­
ployment is 600m and the relation between the two deployments is Dmicro = 2Pmocro/3 
where the ISD of the microcell deployment is then 133.3m. The weights are set in a 
way to reflect various preferences, preferring a single KPI to others for simulation pur­
poses. On the other hand, in practice the weights would be generated from the operator 
preferences, which are at the AHP weight generator. Fig. 5.8 and 5.9 represents the 
blocking and handover probability performance of several deployment strategies thereby 
reflecting their ability to service current traffic demand and its ability to handle further 
requirements of traffic. As expected the small-cell strategy achieves a better perfor­
mance level but at the cost of much higher handover probability, reflecting a larger 
signalling demand and greater occurrence of mobility events. Whereas, for macrocell 
based deployment the trend is the opposite. On the other hand, as can be observed, the 
cloud-cell strategy merges the benefits of both and opens new regions for the system to 
operate in. Also, by simply adapting the preferences in the AHP weight generator the 
system can target a better cell mean handover or blocking probability, providing large 
flexibility in the operational region. Furthermore, the cloud cell approach outperforms 
the dense micro deployment in terms of handover probability whilst maintaining a high 
level of blocking probability performance by intelligently allocating users to the most 
appropriate base stations as well as having the ability to offload the most demanding 
users in terms of the expected handover probability (such as high velocity users) to the 
overlay macrocell to achieve a targeted goal. Since cloud coverage solution provides the 
ability to assign weights to the KPIs it provides high flexibility in terms of which KPI 
gets the priority. As can be seen, using the (3 weight set provides higher performance 
levels in terms of mean user handover probability and using the weigh set C, provides 
a much lower achievable blocking probability. Although C surpass the pure-micro de­
ployment in terms of handover probability, it is due to the specific designed fuzzifier 
and can be avoided by either adopting the (3 or x  weights or adjusting the membership 
values in the fuzzifier.
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F igure 5.8: B locking p robab ility  perform ance of several deploym ent strateg ies.
5 .4 .3  P ow er C o n su m p tio n  P erform an ce
As seen previously a  dense deploym ent provides a  higher level of perform ance in com ­
parison to  a  large deploym ent m ethod  a t th e  expense of m ore m obility  events. T h is  
m akes a  dense deploym ent m ore v iable in areas w here slow users are  expected , on th e  
o ther hand , w hen considering th e  power consum ption  values it reveals a  larger expense 
of using dense deploym ent. As seen in F ig .5.10 th e  im pact on th e  netw ork pow er con­
sum ption  increases d ram atically  w hen adop ting  a  pure dense deploym ent com pared  to  
large area  deploym ent (i.e. m acrocell deploym ent). O n th e  contrary , th e  cloud cell 
approach reduces th is  m argin  in te rm s of power consum ption  w hilst m ain ta in in g  a  
high level of perform ance, providing a  way to  increase system  perform ance w ith o u t a  
large im pact on th e  netw ork power consum ption. T herefore for fu rth e r netw ork  den­
sification, th e  cloud cell approach  provides m uch m ore benefits in  term s of blocking, 
handover probabilities and  power consum ption.
As cloud nodes are n o t required  to  provide any  services, only aw aiting  ac tiv a tio n  by th e
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Figure 5.9: H andover p robab ility  perform ance of several deploym ent strateg ies.
m acrocell in  its  dom ain, th ey  can  achieve a  lower power consum ption  in  com parison 
w ith  th e  conventional sleep m ode (i.e. in a  m ode consum ing less energy since only 
signalling is required). T he available m ode provides savings in b o th  high- an d  low- 
traffic periods in com parison w ith  th e  conventional sleep m ode. F ig .5.11 provides an  
idea of th e  am ount of energy savings th a t  can be achieved w hen deploying th e  p roposed  
cloud cell based  deploym ent arch itectu re . T h is  saving becom es h ighly  im p o rtan t an d  is 
su b s tan tia l w hen th e  density  (num ber of cloud nodes) of deploym ent Increases over-tim e 
to  fu rth e r counter th e  annual increase in traffic.
5.5 Conclusions
In  th is  ch ap te r an  a lte rna tive  deploym ent solu tion  for densification of fu tu re  cellu lar 
netw orks in order to  m eet th e  fu tu re  traffic dem ands is presented. T h is so lu tion  builds 
on a  no tion  of cloud coverage provided by densely deployed self organizing sm all cells 
th a t  can underlay  th e  m acro cells. T h e  core idea of th e  proposed so lu tions is th a t ,
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Figure 5.10: Cell power consum ption  of several deploym ent strateg ies.
th ro u g h  a  fuzzy-logic based decision fram ew ork presen ted  in th e  chap ter, th e  m acro 
cells can  control w hen to  ac tiva te  th e  cloud cells, while tak ing  in to  account a  num ber of 
factors of cellular eco-system s e.g. traffic, energy tariffs etc. T he proposed fram ew ork 
has been evaluated  th ro u g h  extensive sim ulations while using blocking probability , h an d  
over p robab ility  and  energy consum ptions as K P Is of in terest and  com pared  it w ith  b o th  
m icro an d  m acro cell based deploym ents. T h e  key advan tage of th e  p roposed  so lu tion  is 
th a t  it com bines th e  benefits of b o th  m acro  an d  m icro cell based deploym ents. However, 
unlike conventional heterogeneous netw ork, these advantages are n o t gained a t  th e  cost 
of increased energy consum ption or higher handover ra tes, due to  underly ing  fuzzy-logic 
based self organizing solu tion  th a t  ad a p ts  th e  active deploym ent topology according to  
th e  spatio  tem pora l dynam ics of traffic while ta rg e tin g  th e  desired K P Is  as set by th e  
o p era to r. A lthough, only a  specific num ber selected K P Is are  considered in th is  paper, 
th e  proposed fram ew ork is expandab le to  num ber of o th er K P Is of in terest for fu tu re  
work.
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Figure 5.11: Cell power consumption of several deployment strategies.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Summary of Insights and Conclusion
Recently, energy efficiency of cellular systems has emanated as one of the important 
performance indicators coupled with the current international focus on climate-change 
issues and increasing energy prices. There is always a trade-off between the quality of 
service, coverage, capacity issues and power consumption when considering the recent 
forecasts of expected traffic growth in the coming years as the average smartphone 
usage rate nearly tripled in 2011. Furthermore, future demand is expected to increase 
more than 500 times in the next ten years. Therefore, current cellular system capacity 
would not be able to cope with it. There is a large demand for providing better services, 
deployment of new nodes for better coverage and higher capacity, moreover, there is 
a need to ensure energy-efficient operation. Fig.6.1 presents the projected trends of 
increase of data traffic and the corresponding fall in revenues to operators. In this 
thesis the aim is to provide solutions for future cellular systems in which the expected 
traffic demand can be met whilst maintaining an energy-efficient operation.
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Figure 6.1: Trend in operator traffic, network cost and revenue. [Source: Analysys 
Mason, 2012].
In Chapter 2, an insight into state-of-the-art deployment strategies that aim to achieve 
an energy-efficient deployment for the radio access (RAN) portions of a cellular system 
was introduced. There are two methods to achieve a scalable solution for energy- 
efficient operation in the RAN, firstly, by means of varying the type of cellular base 
station deployed, as the increase of traffic demand leads to an increase on the energy 
demand as well, therefore there is a trade-off between the achievable capacity and 
energy consumption for several base station types as a denser deployment of smaller 
cells provides a higher achievable capacity at the cost of higher consumed energy. This 
approach aims to achieve energy efficiency for a given achievable capacity. Secondly, an 
alternative approach is adopting a self-organizing methodology of varying the number 
of base stations active in the network. In this approach the network was considered as 
an over provisioned network in most of its operational regions. As cellular systems are 
designed to serve peak traffic demand, it is over provisioned otherwise. This approach 
aimed to capitalise on this by varying the number of active base stations when traffic is
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not at its peak. Although this approach achieves significant energy savings it is lacking 
in two areas: this approach does not cope with future increases in traffic demand and 
makes it vulnerable to the variations in traffic. Moreover, SO approaches assume that 
traffic varies in time and from one location to another, therefore aiming to utilize this 
variation to optimize energy but failed in providing a framework on which the decision 
of what nodes can be switched off.
In Chapter 3, the fundamental trade-off between dense and large-area coverage systems 
was investigated. The capability of optimizing the energy consumption of a cellular sys­
tem without reducing the user experience (i.e. compromising operational parameters) 
by means of exploiting the variation in traffic in both time and space domains was 
investigated. A system model was devised to be the basis of performance and anal­
ysis measurements. Demonstrated the feasibility of the idea through simulations. A 
bottom-up approach was used to model the power consumption of several types of LTE 
base stations. A simple energy-efficient algorithm is proposed based on dynamic archi­
tecture deployment. The algorithm demonstrates the ability to consume less energy by 
capitalising on traffic diversity in the spatial and time domains. Having different layers 
of network architecture operating harmonically and without conflict proves to be ben­
eficial both in terms of QoS and minimising energy consumption. A more complex yet 
flexible decision-making framework is needed to compare and evaluate different criteria 
and requirements and to provide more robust decision-making.
As switching a base station off affects the network performance, the decision of which 
network elements are switched off and which are not is a multiple-objective decision­
making problem comprising different criteria and requirements, such as link quality, 
quality of service, network availability and network reliability. In Chapter 4, the prob­
lem of designing an energy-efficient framework for decision-making for future cellular 
systems was tackled. In particular, a novel scheme, the fuzzy-logic architecture se­
lection (FLAS) was proposed. Showing how using multiple network parameters in 
architecture decision reduces energy consumption. Deploying a fuzzy-logic architecture 
selection algorithm that is able to respond to different traffic demands, whilst maintain­
ing system-wide QoS can minimise energy consumption without human intervention. 
The proposed algorithm has the advantage of being scalable to accept other variables
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as decision criteria, thereby, providing more accurate decision-making. The fuzzy-logic 
algorithm prevents the system from reducing system performance, but chooses the best 
outcome while avoiding continuous switching from an on-state to an of-state or vice 
versa, which can affect the system performance substantially.
Chapter 5 aimed to provide a solution for future cellular systems that are expected 
to be impacted with a high growth of traffic demand. Network densification is being 
envisioned as the key enabler for a 2020 vision that requires cellular systems to grow 
in capacity by hundreds of times to cope with unprecedented traffic growth trends 
being witnessed since advent of broadband on the move. However, increased energy 
consumption and complex mobility management associated with network densification 
remain the two key challenges to be addressed before further network densification can 
be exploited on a wide scale. In the wake of these challenges, this chapter proposed 
and evaluated a novel dense network deployment strategy for increasing the capacity of 
future cellular systems without sacrificing energy efficiency and compromising mobility 
performance. Our architecture deployment consists of smart small cells, called cloud 
nodes, that provide data coverage to individual users on an on-demand basis while 
taking into account the spatio temporal dynamics of user mobility and traffic. The 
decision to activate the cloud nodes such that certain performance objectives at system 
level are targeted, is done by the overlaying macrocell based on the fuzzy-logic based 
framework proposed in Chapter 4. Also comparing the performance of the proposed 
architectures with both conventional macro deployment as well as pure micro cell based 
dense deployment in terms of the number of KPIs and discussed and quantified the 
tradeoffs therein.
6.2 Future Work
This thesis has investigated the fundamental trade-off between energy efficiency and 
QoS for future cellular systems. It took into account various types of base stations and 
the benefits that they carry with them. Some approaches to broaden the scope of this 
thesis are discussed in this section.
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6 .2 .1  O p era tor  C o o p e ra tio n
The ability to utilize operator cooperation to minimise deployment and operational 
costs by allowing operator resource sharing, such as diverting traffic to other operators 
(operator cooperation by allowing resources to be shared) can provide several advan­
tages. This is particularly beneficial in metropolitan areas where each operator sets up 
a dense deployment. In many cases, in urban areas, operator base stations tend to be 
closely situated, or even on the same tower. Such a scenario was studied in [155], where 
it was considered that two operators can cooperate with each other by accepting one 
another traffic when base stations are switched off and it was shown that considerable 
energy savings could be obtained in such a scenario. In this scenario, by having both 
operators functioning as one network in low-traffic periods (night time), coupled with 
the availability of cloud nodes, large power consumption savings could be achieved.
Operators being willing to cooperate not only gives the ability to operate as one net­
work by sharing base station operation (accepting traffic from other operators), the 
added advantage of having all resources, such as availability of both spectrum bands 
for operators to utilize and opens up new areas of optimization. This means that 
further adaptation of the system can be implemented. There is large potential for 
energy-efficient operation if different operators agree to share their resources. The final 
outcome would be to have all these small system elements from microcells to macro­
cells operating as one unit without interfering with each other operation, with the 
ability to switch from one mode of operation to the other seamlessly, depending on the 
requirements.
6 .2 .2  C -p Ia n e /I -p la n e  S p lit t in g
Currently, capacity enhancement to indoor users has several solutions, such as femto- 
cells, WiFi nodes and in-building cells with distributed antenna systems (DAS). Yet 
outdoor environment capacity enhancement solutions supporting a high level of mobil­
ity remain to be tackled. For future cellular network density enhancements, co-channel 
deployments of small cells and macrocells were studied and discussed in 3GPP Re­
lease 10/11. This included small-cell solutions, such as remote radio heads, relay nodes
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and pico/femto nodes equipped with the same frequency band as macrocells. On the 
other hand, dense deployment of small cells with a co-channel deployment with the 
overlay microcells creates further interferences between the overlay and underlay net­
works. Therefore, this effect on the key performance indicators of a macrocell would 
result in operators hesitating to deploy small-cell solutions. Therefore, introducing ad­
ditional layers at different operational frequencies (hierarchical cell structure) would be 
an alternative to limit such interference caused by small-cell deployments.
In high traffic areas, such as in suburban areas and railway stations or super high-traffic 
areas such as downtown London, small cells are deployed in regions where hotspots of 
traffic occur. Moreover, a robust inter-frequency mobility is needed for the connected 
mode as well as the idle mode. Therefore, user terminals should be able to quickly detect 
small cells. Furthermore, current inter-frequency handover procedures rely on signal 
strength and signal quality for coverage requirements and are not designed for optimal 
boost in data rate or cell-capacity enhancement. Therefore, further enhancement in 
inter-frequency cell identification and measurement procedures may be required.
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Figure 6.3: Outdoor deployment of small cells.
For solutions adopting a higher frequency-band operation, splitting the control and 
information (C/I) planes is an interesting approach, promising capacity and mobility 
enhancement for cloud cells. To achieve an optimal scenario the C-plane should be 
at a lower frequency band for a continuous and reliable coverage layer, providing good 
connectivity and mobility. On the other hand, the I-plane can be provided via small cells 
for optimal achievable capacity at high-frequency bands. As suggested in the cloud cell 
proposal the macrocell operates normally, supporting both C-plane and I-plane; small 
cells (cloud nodes) are dedicated for I-plane at high-frequency bands. Therefore, small 
cells (cloud nodes) would not be configured with cell-specific signals/channels, cell- 
specific reference signals (CRS), primary/secondary synchronisation signals (PSS/SSS), 
master information block/system information blocks (MIB/SIB), etc. Therefore, small 
cells depend on the macrocell to provide the radio resource control (RRC) connection 
procedures between user terminals and cloud nodes.
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Figure 6.4: C-plane/I-plane split.
The C /I split introduces several implementation challenges that need to be addressed. 
As small cells (cloud nodes) would be deployed in a different frequency band from the 
overlay macrocell, the user terminals are required to perform inter-frequency measure­
ment discovery providing fast yet power-efficient detection. Therefore, new discovery 
procedures needs to be developed whilst introducing synchronisation between small 
cells and macrocells. More robust mobility management to support low- and high­
speed users to minimise control signalling need to be supported as well; adopting a 
semi-centralised approach would be beneficial. Moreover, further enhancement of the 
inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) among small cells to limit the interference 
which is dependent on the duplexing scheme should be adopted.
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